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BEWARE OF RECENT HAUNTINGS
Recently Lynn Has Experienced A Number Of Strange Paranormal Events
By CAROLINA ABELLO
Staff Writer
lynn students who reside on campus have been
complaining about recent
disturbing noises and unexplainable spooky events.
Many residents in the C
Wing of De Hoemle Residence Hall have suspected
paranormal activity. Due to
serious concern about student safety, security was
enhanced in this area. Security was upgraded around
the Lynn campus in early
2015. However, paranormal events continue to occur. These concerns that

have been expressed are
extremely different from any
others that had been filled in
the past. Students described
sounds such as strange
laughter in the middle of the
night and finding their objects misplaced in the halls.
Security officers have been
relentlessly looking for the
culprit. So far the effort has
not given any results.
If the strange events continue to occur, a team of professional ghost hunters will
be called in to investigate
further. Students believe this
is a good option, but they
believe the events will continue to occur. Students at-

tribute the strange events to
something that goes beyond
logical explanation.
"Every time I listen to the
strange sound at night, I
know it is not an Earthly
sound," said Michelle Misas, senior. "It is evident that
something strange is happening in De Hoernle and
that it's paranormal."
Many students believe
that the events are the consequence of a trapped spirit
or restless soul. "I heard
there was a fire in the dormitories a long time ago,"
said Maria Herazo, senior.
"Perhaps the spirit is still imprisoned from that fire and

that is why it is haunting the
residents."
Everyone on campus is
perplexed due these recent
events that appear to go beyond physical life. Numerous students have posted
their experiences on social
media about ghostly presences on campus and have
suggested solutions such
as hiring paranormal activity
experts or having an exorcism preformed on the Residence Hall.
If a ghost is found, students can expect an exclusive iPulse interview with the
pesky spirit stirring up all the
mischief.

Above: Recently Lynn's campus has been a very popular destination for ghosts and other paranormal creatures to visit. LU Photos.
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KARDASHIAN STUDIES HITS LYNN
This New Major Will Be First Offered Begining Fall Semester 2015
By AISUNG
MCENTEGART
Managing Editor
Today, the exciting announcement was made that
beginning in Fall 2015, Lynn
will be offering a fully accredited bachelors degree
in Kardashian Studies.
This new major is predicted to become the most
popular of Lynn's majors and will offer exciting
classes in fascinating areas
such as Launching A Career
When You Have No Talent
and Making Your Life Seem
Interesting on Social Media.
This major will also have a
focus on indepth analysis of
"Keeping Up With The Kar-

dashians."
This major will be in collaboration with both The
College of International
Communication and College
of Business and Management. Guest speakers may
include members of the Kardashian family who will be
able to share their expertise
with students.
"I'm seriously considering
changing my major now,"
said Tieri Erasito, sophomore. "Kardashian Studies sounds like a wonderful
choice."
The introduction of this
major is expected to boost
lynn's enrollment by up to
9000 percent and may see
other similar fields of study

be introduced into the university in the future.
For students who hope
to match the success of the
Kardashian family, this major will help them do so, in
a structured and academic
manner, geared toward the
goal of success for all candidates.
This major will also include exciting internship
opportunities such as shoe
cleaning assistant or coffee maker to the Kardashian
family.
Students who decide to
pursue their studies in this
exciting field can expect to
open themselves up to a
wide variety of career options, including Kardashian

Management and perhaps
even further study and research at a graduate and
doctoral level.
This field may be relatively
new, but those considering
this area can rest assured
that it is a growing industry,
as the Kardashian themselves continue to expand in
terms of numbers.
Every year a scholarship
of $4 will be given to a student who chooses this field
who demonstrates their ability to make something out
of nothing, just as the Kardashian family have done.
For now, those interested
in this dynamic new program
should visit www.Lynn.edu/
ApriiFoolsDay.

Above: Last semester's iPulse editors spent some time with the Kardashian family in their beautiful California home. Stock Photo.
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HOW TO BECOME A PEER MENTOR
Tomorrow Is The Final Day To Send In Applications To Become A Peer Mentor
By: JOEY HEFFERAN
Video Editor
College is often referred
to as the best four years
of one's life. It is a time
marked by a steady stream
of changes ranging from
decreased fridge sizes to
increased responsibilities, a
consistent lack of sleep to
an overabundance of debt,
the excitement of studying
abroad and spring breaks at
the beach, to the agC?ny of
research papers.
When it is all said and
done, the key to making
the best out of college is
balance. Have fun, but not
too much fun. Get involved
but without stretching yourself too thin, enjoy the 24hour cafeteria but avoid the
freshman 15. Regardless of
where one falls on the spectrum, there is one definitive
certainty before graduatidn,
and that is the uncertainty that comes along with
freshman year. Freshmen
arrive on campus every
year with roughly a million
things going through their
minds, ranging from where
the nearest bathroom is to
what there is to do during
free time.
This is where Peer Mentors come into play.
"Peer Mentors serve as
new students' first connection to Lynn. They will
be the first face many new
students will see when
they arrive to campus and
will serve as role models
throughout the year," said
Laurie Schulz, coordinator
for student involvement.
"Being a Peer Mentor is an
awesome way to make an
impact on someone's life
and make a

Above:

stu ~ents

get involved as Peer Mentors. LU Photos.

the Lynn comml,l!lity."
The experience is not
only beneficia~ for freshmen; it is one of the most
important leadership i)Ositions on campus. Aside
from being a great resume
builder, one receives the
benefit of knowing that they
made a difference in the
lives of others.
"If you're already a student leader, or looking to
be more involved, being a
peer mentor is the perfect
opportunity for you," said
Jerry Callender, junior and
peer mentor. "It's a great
to
back to the

community and learn how
to be a better leader at the
same time."
"We are looking for a diverse group of motivated
students to serve in the position for the upcoming academic ¥ear," said Shulz. "If
you believe xou could positively support the transition
and success of incoming
students please apply."
Applications are due tomorrow, but those that
show interest by contacting
Laurie Schulz, will be able
to receive an extension.
Schultz can be reached at
lschu
.edu.
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COLLEGE ATHLETES MAINTAIN A HEALTHY LIFE
In Order To Grow As An Athlete, Student Athletes Must Train Year-Round
By ANASTASIA SUBERVI
Staff Writer
Even though there are always offseasons for sports teams, Lynn athletes maintain preparation for future
competitions every day, making
heavy routine exercises and scrimmaging other teams in their area.
In order to uphold the high ability to succeed as student athletes,
players must mentally and physically prepare year round.
Cally Morrill, coach for the women's soccer team, makes it a mission year-round to make sure her
players remain healthy in the offseason -spring. The girls practice
every week, Monday through Friday.
"I always try to transform weaknesses into strength," said Jordyn
Turner, sophomore.
Turner, who is a key player on the
team, alleged that the team always
practices harder with the purpose
of making it to the end of the season, as well as becoming menlal~
and physically engaged in
game.
"In order to perform well in a
game, it is strictly necessary to drink
a lot of water as well as eating good
carbs like oatmeal and fruits," said
iilwT'9~~~~~~f:i~miti'F=.iiilii~~F~
Emma Portsmouth, sophomore.
Portsmouth, a player on the
women's soccer team, declared
that before a game they would likely
eat something with high carbs and
fiber to increase their energy. She
also explained that they consume
around 1500 to 2000 calories a day
depending on how they perform.
The men's soccer team and soccer club perform high intensity exercises during the week. Even though
they are not required to follow any
particular diet, their coaches still
expect their players to maintain a
healthy diet.
In order to stay in shape through- r,-~~-;;;
out the year, student athletes work
year-round to uphold a succ:;essful
season.

To view iPulse online, visit
www.
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INKING IT UP AT THE WORKPLACE
Young Professionals Are Questioning How Much Ink Is Appropriate
By STEPHANIE
DEMARTINO
Staff Writer
Nowadays, visible tattoos
are becoming more common
in the professional workplace.
This generation proves that
tattoos are ways of expressing art. Many still question
whether or not visible tattoos
are professional.
According to the Pew Research Center, "Millennia!
and the age group that precede [tattoos] are less likely
to express concern about the
growing number of people
getting tattoos than those
age 50 and older. Of the public at large, 40 percent say
this is a change for the worse,
45 percent say it has made
no difference and seven percent say it is a change for the
better."
As of now, visible tattoos
are starting to become more
common.
"Working in restaurants
such as, Brass Tap and at 3rd
& 3rd, [my bosses] were fine
with tattoos, however, in the
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corporate field, having [visible
tattoos] were frowned upon,"
said Sabrina Zamati, alumni.
If students decide whether
or not to get a tattoo while
planning on working in the
business industry, it is suggested to get these tattoos
in places where they are not
easily visible.
It is okay for students to
express their individuality and
be who they are, however, not
many people in major corporations feel that they are acceptable for the work environment.
According to another research report from the Pew
Research Center, about 40
percent of people between
the ages of 18 to 29 have at
least one tattoo, and 50 percent have more than one.
Employers have the right to
§etj>&.lllifaries of how many
visibl~lt~ tli@ir employers can
Entrepreneurs can have
their own rules and decide
whether Qr'nQt it is best for
their company to -have employers display'thejr tattoos.
Depending on what field

of study students decide to----~--.---,~-
work in, it is advised to get
tattoos that are not visible in
work attire.
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STUDENTS CELEBRATE CULTURE
Yesterdays Multicultural Week Came To An End With A Big Celebration
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E DRAMA CLUB HEADS TO IRELAN
e Drama Club Will Spend A Week Performing In Dublin, Ireland
By LOUIS DAVIS
Photographer
Lynn held its first ever fully
staged musical "Is There Life
After High School," at the
Wold Performing Arts Center,
on March 25 and 26, directed
by Professor Harry Murphy.
Next Monday, the cast will
be traveling to Dublin, Ireland
to perform a boutique performance as a teaser, and then
full show later in the week.
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Above: Lynn and FAU students banded together to raise money for the cure for cancer as their loved ones have been affected. LU Photos.
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Story
WALKING FOR A CURE FOR CANCER
Lynn And FAU Team Up For Relay For Ufe To Raise Money For 7he Cure
By HALEY VAN SCHAICK
Staff Writer
On March 27, many students from
Lynn and Florida Atlantic University
(FAU) got their sneakers and tents together at FAU's track and field for Relay
For Life.
The American Cancer Society's Relay
For Life is the world's largest movement
to end cancer. Relay is an inspiring, oneof-a-kind experience that unites people
in nearly every community to finish the
fight against every kind of cancer.
"In 2007, my brother was diagnosed
with brain cancer. At the time, I was in
the 6th grade," said Victoria Alvarez,
freshman and Event Chair for the FAU/
Lynn Relay. "I was 12-years-old and he
was 15. After my teachers found out he
was diagnosed, they introduced me to
Relay for Life. Since then, I have never
-left Relay's side and I continue to raise
QlO~ and more each year. Last year, I
• was ~le to raise almost $3,000. I'm doing this so that more ~pie can have
success stories like my brother's."
" !.,eading up to the event, people form
' teams ftfld raise money toward the fight
for a cure. Then, everyone comes together for a night of fun that celebrates
cancer ~urvivors, remembers loved ones
lost to canqer and unites all in the commitment to 'trght back against the disease.
-·
The event is 12 hours long, beginning
at 7 a.m. and ending at 7 p.m., which is
symbolic of the fact that caneer. never
rests, so neither do the participants.'The
journey through the night resembles the
journey of a patient when undergoing
treatment. Just as the participants go
home tired and drained at the end of the
event, so does a cancer patient after receiving treatment.
The committee, a group of students
from both Lynn and FAU, worked extremely hard over the past few months

planning this large event. Not only did
they fundraise and push people to join
teams and participate, but they also created a unique schedule for the events
that were going to place that night.
The committee decided to have the
Relay theme be "Once Upon a Time in
a World Without Cancer" so that each
team could represent a different fairy tale
or Disney movie. The activities that went
on during the event fell in line with the
theme. For example, there were theme
laps that played songs from different
Disney classics and even a Ms. Relay
pageant, where the male participants
dressed up princesses and the female
participants dressed up as princes to
compete against one another.
These events, along with food and entertainment kept participants energized
throughout the night, even with some
rainfall here and there.
Lynn University students were responsible for some of Relay's top donating
teams. Zeta Beta Tau, raised an impressive $2,760.00, the Blue Knights raised
·•.$2,758.00 and Sigma Sigma Sigma
~\aised $2,188.00.
· Despite the poor weather, Relay for
Life was a very successful event. Many
students had a great time and loved the
opportunity to support a great cause.
Together, FAU and Lynn raised more
than $31 ,900. Although the main event
has passed, the Relay For Life of FAU/
Lynn will be continuing to fundraise and
accept donations for the 2015 event
until August. Hoping to hit $45,000, the
committee hopes to plan some fundraising events to help the American Cancer
Society kiss cancer goodbye.
"I was so lucky to have met Tim
Drevins, our American Cancer Society
Staff Partner, and the rest of our committee. The event not only brought happiness to my heart, but tears to my eyes as
well. I don't think I've ever been a part of
something more beautiful," said Alvarez.
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Entertainment
THE TOP FIVE SONGS FROM GLEE
Over The Six Seasons, Hundreds Of Songs Have Been Covered By The Cast
By KEVIN STUDER
Editor-in-Chief
Now that a few weeks
have passed since the
emotional ending of "Glee,"
it is time to look back at the
top songs from the series.
5. "Rumor Has It/Somebody Like You:" In season
three, Mercedes (Amber
Riley), Santana (Naya Rivera) and Brittany (Heather
Morris) broke off from the
main glee club, New Directions, and formed The
Troubletones.
This song was performed
as a mash-off against New
Directions and the ladies
killed in with this intense
Adele mash-up. It was als.o
the 300th song performed
throughout the course of
the show.
4. "It's My Life/Confes-

sions:" Mash-ups became
very popular on the show
throughout the years, but
this was the one that started it all.
This Bon Jovi/Usher mix
was sang by the men of the
original glee club in season
one.
While this mash-up, and
the one the girls did to face
off with it, were very short,
it set the bar for all future
mash-ups.
3. "Teenage Dream:"
In season two, Blaine Anderson (Darren Criss) appeared on the show for the
first time and instantly became a fan favorite.
It's not hard to unders!and why as Blaine burst
~ ~rit(\the ~cene singing this
~~_J!larry song.
Blalhe.::-v-ncl"i<urt (Chris
Colfer)· soon became the

favorite couple of the show
and this song was reprised
several seasons later as an
acoustic piano version that
was completely new and
emotional.
2. "I Lived:" The final
song of the show ended
up being one of the most
emotional.
In a flash forward to
2020, Sue Sylvester (Jane
Lynch)
dedicated
the
McKinley High theater to
the late Finn Hudson (Cory
Monteith).
For the first performance
on Finn's stage, every single person who had been
part of New Directions over
the years - except for two
- came back to the stage
to perform this OneRepublic song. It ended up being
the perfect way to end the
~ies.

1. "Don't Stop Believin':" This Journey song
ended the pilot episode
and set up the series for
major success.
Over the course of six
seasons, this song was
covered six times in multiple ways.
Perhaps the best thing
that the show runners did
was use this song in the
second to last episode,
"2009," in its original content. When Cory Monteith
appeared as Finn singing this song again with
Lea Michele's Rachel, it
showed not just how special he was, but how special the show was.
"Glee" was a big part
of many peoples lives and
it will continue to hold a
place in hearts for years to
come.

Above: Almost the entire cast got back together for one final and very special performance in the series finale of "Glee." Stock Photos.
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POSSIBLE THREE-PEAT FOR GOLF
The Women's Golf Team Is Looking To Make History This Spring
By TANNER BERMAN
Staff Writer

tal of seven, and leads
the squad in scoring with
an average of 74.38 per
The Women's Golf team round. She is looking to
is on the cusp of mak- improve on different asing history as the season pects of her game as the
comes to an end. With only end of her collegiate cathe conference tourna- reer is coming to an end.
"I'm hoping to improve
ment and regionals left on
the schedule, Head Coach my short game throughDanny Randolph and his out the oncoming weeks,"
team will look to lock in said Bradley. "It's a little
wins throughout the rest of different this year because
we have two freshmen on
this spring.
The Fighting Knights the team, I'm excited to
have been ranked amongst see how they perform bethe top five golf teams in cause they've been playthe country throughout ing really well so far this
this season, but there is fa- year."
miliar company at the top
Those freshmen are
of the list. With being the Jenny Ayala and Samanreigning champions for two tha Barber, who respecconsecutive years comes tively have the third and
with a lot of pressure, but fourth lowest average
this also means the team is score per round on the
Fighting Knights Women's
highly experienced.
"The biggest thing for ~olf team this spring.
us over the next couple .Co6ctl Randolph expects
tournaments is consis- thEfJla.'l>~ ~big part of
tency and understanding the · S\Jp~r Regionals and
situations that we're in," in the upcoming Sunshine
said Randolph. "That's re- State Conference Tournaally what we've done over ment.
Four of the top five
the past couple years to
be successful and I think teams in the country call
those are probably the two the Sunshine ~tate Conbiggest things we need to ference home, 130 the condo."
ference tournamEI~t will
Much of the success is most certainly be
!r:nattributed to a number of portant stepping stone as
upperclassmen that have the team prepares for the
won prior national cham- South Regional Tournapionships with Coach Ran- ment.
dolph. In any collegiate
"Just the routine of a
sport it is well known that big tournament happenexperience plays a tremen- ing, just that whole setdous part.
ting, that is very similar to
Leading the Fighting regionals," said Randolph.
Knights is senior Jessica "Just the fact of being
Bradley, from Bishop Nym- on the road, three or four
ton, England. Bradley is hours away, just the theme
ranked in top ten finishes of that routine and getting
in competitions with a to- into that mode of making

a championship run will really help in the long run."
With only a little over a
month left in the season
and in the academic year,
the Fighting Knights will
attempt to make an epic
championship run against
some of the best female
golfers. It will definitely
not be easy, but in reality
the chances of this team
making a third consecutive championship is very
possible, and with coach
Randolph at the helm the
Fighting Knights will look
to bring home a conference title and complete
one of the most sought
after accomplishments
sports.

an

Above: The Women's Golf team won last year. LU Photos.
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HOW TO DRESS TOWARD SUCCESS
Why Dressing Like Olivia Pope From The Hit Television Show "Scandal" Is Important
'By ANASTASIA SUBERVI
Staff Writer

Through the well-known
TV show "Scandal," Olivia Pope (Kerry Washington) has influenced a lot
of young adults in today's
society.
Due to her professional,
yet fashionable style, she
now serves as a role model of how women should
dress for success.
"Olivia has had a huge influence," said Kerry Washington to lnStyle. "After the
first couple of episodes
aired, people started posting on Twitter things like 'I
have a job interview today,
and I'm trying to dress like
Olivia Pope."'
"Scandal" is a political
drama show, focused on

Pope and her life as the
owner of her own law firm.
Pope is characterized
as a commanding leader,
not just for the diplomatic
way in which she manages
things, but also because of
how she dresses.
Her daily work attire,
filled with nice suits and
cardigans, projects confidence and strength in everything she does, inspiring many young adults to
dress like her.
It is a surprise to many
that the colors worn by
Pope portray clarity, honesty and respect.
"I can say that if people
dress like Olivia Pope, who
is a woman of strength, intelligence and determination, it will help them feel
more secure and confident

to reach their goal," said
Allison Haon, senior.
Haon, who is soon graduating, confesses that the
way one dresses to present themselves says a lot
about their character. Haon
loves the way that Pope
dresses and expresses that
she would love to have her
wardrobe someday.
However, it is not just
women who have been inspired by Pope, but also
men who are working toward a successful career.
"I am an opportunist.
Colors that you wear represent different feelings and
characteristics about yourself, and your boss notices
it," said Lyle Jacobson, senior.
Preparing for his future,
Jacobson always make

sure that he is dressed professionally because there
are no second chances at
first impressions.
Without applicants even
knowing it, employers always take into a count and
notice how one is dressed,
which can sometimes even
be a determining factor in
the application and interview process.
"You are never going to
get hired by the way you
dress, but you can certainly not get hired by the way
you dress," said Brian Pirttima, director of Center for
Learning Abroad.
One must always be
sure to be as professional
as possible, and of course
the attire is one of the first
elements that needs to be
achieved.
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GO TAKE A TRIP TO IPIC THEATERS
Go See A New Movie At One Of The Most Luxurious Theaters In South Florida

Above: iPic Theaters is the only place in Boca to kick back, relax and watch a film on the big screen. Stock Photos.

By VERONICA HAGGAR
Staff Writer
iPic Theaters, located at
Mizner Park, offers wonderful
service and comfortable seats
for their costumers.
It is a place where people can kick back, relax and
watch a movie feeling as if
they are right at home.
In the lobby, costumers do
not have to wait outside in
line. There are three screens
available inside, where customers have the option to se-

lect their movie and seat by
themselves.
There are eight auditoriurns with big comfortable
seats that not only come
with a blanket and pillow,
but with food service that
comes with the push of a
button, right from the chairs.
The food served at iPic .
comes from the exquisite
restaurant Tanzy. Customers can also order from a
bar that offers a great variety of foods that are not
served at a standard movie

theatre.
"iPic serves better [food]
than any other movie theater," said Esin Ventura,
sophomore. "You can enjoy
a high quaJity meal while
watching a movie."
The screening rooms are
very spacious compared to
a normal theater. The reclining seats are the number
one reason why costumers
love iPic.
"What I like the most
about iPic are the seats,"
said Ventura. "I always end

up sleeping because they
are very comfortable, and
after a good meal there is
nothing better than falling
asleep slowly while watching a good movie."
Popcorn is also free with
the purchase of a movie
ticket.
The next time students
choose to spend a night
out at the movies, consider heading over to Mizner
Park and enjoying a luxuries night in one of the best
movie theatres in Boca.
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MCDONALD'S? THEY ARE LOVIN' IT TOO
Nutritionists Agree That Sometimes McDonald's Is Just What You Need

By CLAIRISSA MYATI
Copy Editor
We have all been there.
You are on hour five of your
trip, the road ahead of you
stretches for many -more
bare miles to come, and
wait for it, yes, there it is the
inevitable stomach grumble.
You ate all of your healthy
snacks already and since
you are in the middle of nowhere, there is not a healthy
restaurant in sight. Suddenly, the golden arches that
you tried so desperately to
avoid, this trip appear and
without hesitation you know
that it is time for a stop at
McDonald's.

While you tried your best
to avoid the inevitable,
do not fret or fear for your
diet's life because you are
about to read some of the
meals that even nutritionists would order off of a McDonald's menu.
First, a regular burger
with a side salad.
"If you must have something more 'traditional' at
McDonald's, opt for a regular burger patty and swap
out the fries for a side salad
with a low fat vinaigrette
I
dressing.
Otherwise,
would choose the Premium
Southwest Grilled Chicken," said Katherine Brooking, nutritionist.
Grilled Sweet Chili Chicken Wrap, apple slices and a
side salad. Marjorie Nolan
Cohn, author of "Belly Fat
Fix" and nutritionist, said
sre would choose this bec~u~. ':!.It's grilled chicken,
and_ll1l.e chili- sweet sauces. ltetQe.sri"t1t'dve the least

amount of calories on the
menu, but if I have to eat at
McDonald's, I don't want to
eat it and still be hungry after. I'd round out the wrap
with fruit and side salad to
transform it into a balanced
meal."
"I would select the Premium Southwest Salad without chicken - I'm vegetarian
- a McCafe Nonfat Medium
Latte and a side order of
cuties. [This all totals] 350
calories," said Vandana
Sheth, nutritionist.
Most of the nutritionists agreed with each other
picking the Southwest Salad, something to keep in
mind next time you pull up
to order window. However,
here is a meal that may
shock you.
"I'd get fresh, hot fries and
a small chocolate shake.
Why? If I'm famished, I
need "quick energy" which
I'll get from carbohydrates,
but also because I actu-

ally enjoy fries and shakes.
I would not worry about nutrition right now because
it's not in the cards. I'd rather get a healthy meal I could
savor later, and something
quick and enjoyable now,"
said Rebecca Scritchfield,
nutritionist.
Think about that order
on your next road trip. At
the end of the day, try your
best to keep happy meals
to an outright emergency
instance.
We are all guilty of pulling over for fast food, and
when you absolutely must,
keep these few things in
mind: when possible, order
grilled instead of fried, eat
something with protein, try
to incorporate a vegetable
or fruit and always select
a meal that will actually fill
you up.
C/airissa Myatt is a senior majoring in multimedia journalism. This
column does not represent the

opinions of iPulse, but her personal
thoughts and views.
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POLITICS ON TV MIRRORING LIFE
The Underwoods From
By JERRY HOFFMAN
Staff Writer

~~House

Of Cards" Are Following The Clintons

derwood is not afraid to do in
House of Cards.
"Remember, Lincoln did
break the law to save the
union. He deeply believed
in the Constitution and yet
repeatedly turned his back
on it to save it," said Spacey.
"How can a man who is willing to let 600,000 Americans
die and willing to tum his
back on the Constitution at
the same time deeply believe
in that document? And obviously he did, but that paradox and hypocrisy is also his
brilliance. He did not allow
himself to be limited by the
rules."
Spacey understood that
this show, if made popular,
could have political impacts.
Therefore, to play the part of
Frank Underwood successfully, he had to have a broad

understanding of American
politics.
"Starting with Bill Clinton
and going up to Obama, the
Democratic Party of today
looks very much like the Republican Party of the 1970s,"
said Spacey after being
asked why Frank Underwood is a Democrat. "Someone like Francis Underwood
is willing to ride the wave of
that change and adapt with
the times of the changing
parties, and to exploit that
change for his benefit."
Another aspect of Underwood that cannot be overlooked in his comparison to
former President Clinton is
his wife and the First Lady,
Claire Underwood.
Throughout the first three
seasons, Claire and Frank
lean on each other to build

their political empire much
like the Clintons.
While they are very supportive of their husbands,
both Claire and Hillary have
political motivations of their
own, which are to rival or
surpass their husbands in
office, as Hillary Clinton has
run for President in the past
and there are rumors stirring
that Claire may be running
for President in season four
of House of Cards.
Claire and Hillary also
share the trait of having unmatched confidence in a
field of work which, historically, has been held by men.
Both refuse to be bullied or
intimidated into believing
that they are not capable of
doing just as good or even
a better job than men do involving politics.

*WARNING:
Contains
Spoilers for "House of
Cards"*
After only three seasons,
the Netflix original TV series
"House of Cards" has become one of the most popular television series in the
country. The series focuses
on the two main characters,
Frank (Kevin Spacey) and
Claire (Robin Wright) Ul'lderwood, as they fight to gain
revenge on those who have
betrayed them in Washington
D.C.
The constant battle fought
by the Underwood's eventually lead them to the White
House as President and First
Lady of the United States.
Given the popularity of the
show, fans of the series and
American politics begao
comparing the Underwoods •
to another powerful American family, the Clintons.
Comparing Frank Underwood and former President
Bill Clinton may seem excessive or extreme due to Frank
Underwood's total ignorance
regarding the law. While Underwood commits murder
and various other crimes
during the show, their overall political views and agendas seem relatively similar.
In a very broad sense, both
Underwood and Clinton are
Democrats, meaning that if in
office at the same time, they
likely would have shared similar opinions on many topics.
Another former President
that Underwood could be
compared to is President
Abraham Lincoln. In order to
save the Union, Lincoln broke
multiple constitutional laws,
which is also something UnAbove: Many are noticing the similarities between the Clintons and the Underwoods.. Stock Photos.
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STUDENT CREATES ISlAND JEWELS
Freshman Tabatha Ely Braverman Has Invented Her Own Line of Jewelry
By BRIANA RANDALL
Staff Writer

the pieces that they had was
something I could relate to
my own jewelry. It's the only
Lynn is filled with a lot of store in America, so there
brilliant, talented and ere- was only one piece of each
ative people, and Tabatha Ely design. This made them all so
Braverman is one of them.
unique, just like my jewelry."
Braverman is a freshman
Every design piece is
majoring in International Busi- branded with her signature
ness. Her hobbies consist of charm, a mermaid, and packgoing to the beach, surfing aged along with a shell or
and making her own jewelry. capsule of sand from Puerto
It seems though that Rico, for good luck.
Braverman had a business
Braverman mentions that
mindset before attending she's used to seeing gir1s in
Lynn. In fact, she had already bathing suits all the time and
created her own line of jewel- she thinks that when gir1s
ry called Tabby Chains, which have on their jewelry to acshe started while she was still cessorize with their bathing
in high school back home in suits, it looks very nice. SeeGuaynabo, Puerto Rico.
ing that things were similar
According to Braverman, in here in Boca, she decided to
fourth grade, her dad bought move her business with her.
her a kit and then took her to So she went home, went to
a supply store where she got the supply store, racked up
to pick out all types of ma- on material and brought it
terial she could invent and back to begin creating new
design her own jewelry wlth. jewelry designs.
She basically taught herself:.. ...Sib.ct,~"1be~, many Lynn feeverything about making jew- m~1t~ ~hased from
elry.
Tabby' ®t\~in an'i::l they love
"Making jewelry takes a lot the designs. Check out her
of patience, but that does not lnstagram, @tabbychainss,
bother me because it is more and for iri~~o~iries, e-mail her at
of a passion for me," Braver- tabbyschains@gmail.com.
man admits.
Once she got into high
school, her friends became
obsessed with her one of a
kind design and began making request for their own.
From that point on, she
branded her jewelry and self
as Tabby Chains.
Although she is self-taught,
Braverman was eager to gain
experience and while studying here, she has gained
some. She worked for a
unique high-end French jewelry kiosk, Rem French Riviera, in the Town Center Mall.
Braverman said, "I loved
working for them because Above: Freshman Tabatha Braverman creates her own line of jewelry. Staff Photos/B. Randall.
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UVE THE ''REAL-WORLD'' EXPERIENCE
Alumni Shadowing Gives Students The Opportunity To Explore Their Career Fields
By ANASTASIA SUBERVI
Staff Writer
Starting this fall, the
Hannifan Center for Career
Connections will develop
a new program, "Alumni
Shadowing," which will allow students to connect
with graduates who are
now working in their field
of study.
After testing this program
on a student and alumnus
at the School of Aeronautics, Lynn is now ready to
implement the program on
campus.
"This program is beneficial for students because
they can have a first hand ·
experience on their field,"
said Anne Marie Van Casteren, coordinator for programming and student engagement. "They can meet
people and network at the
same time."
The Alumni Shadowing
program allows students
to experience a typical day
in the life of a professional
employer. It also provides
the opportunity to explore
different areas within a
business, which will help
the student recognize what
area they want to be in.
"It is the perfect connection to fill the gaps between
college and the real world,"
said Cameron Gil, internship coordinator. "It can
also turn into an internship."
The university is working
hard to include alumni from
all of the majors offered at
Lynn.
Companies such as Boca
Raton Resort and Club, Office Depot, Fox News and
Trigen Insurance Solutions

Above: Begin your career now at the Hannifan Center for Career Connections. Staff Photos/A. Subervi.

are a few of the places that
students will be able to
shadow at.
The program will be
available for students who
are juniors or seniors. Ap-

plicants will have the liberty to choose any kind of
area of interest.
Lynn is creating leaders
for tomorrow by establishing leadership in students

within their own community. This program is expected to serve as growth
for undergraduates both,
personally and professionally.
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ONUNE PAYMENT GOES HEAD TO HEAD
PayPal and Apple Pay Compete To Win Over Customer's Payments
By BEN SHAFFER
Staff Writer
Apple has recently come
out with a new payment
method, Smart Pay, that
works directly from an Apple
device.
Smart Pay allows the person to purchase items in an
application without having
to deal with filling out the
payment information. The
main concern is that this will
greatly affect its compet1tor,
PayPal.

The main reason why people are using PayPal as their
payment option is because
it is a method of payment
for eBay. It is also easier to
use a PayPal account verse
constantly putting in the billing information.
When people purchase
items, they will see both an
Apple Pay and PayPal button. PayPal uses a payment
partner called Braintree as
a processing unit. If Apple
were to also use Braintree,
then PayPal will get profits

ing up with Paydiant, a mobile payment that is being
used by retailers like Subway and Walmart, in order to
compete with the new Apple
Pay.
Square is also in competition with PayPal and Apple
Pay. Square has annually
brought in over $1 billion.
As of right now, PayPal
is the go to payment option
that is supported by a majority of retailers. Very soon,
Apple Pay may surpass the
CEO.
PayPal is currently team- rest.

even if the person presses
the Apple Pay button.
PayPal's partner, Braintree, owns a consumer app
called Venmo, which gives
people the ability to send
money to each other.
"People sign up for PayPal and Venmo for other
reasons, such as to make
purchases on eBay or send
money to friends, not just to
make one-touch payments,"
said Bill Ready, Braintree

-

......

~

Above: PayPal and Apple Pay are two competing ways that people can now conduct their payments online.

Photos.
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LYNN CONTINUES TO GO GREENER
Lynn Continues To Show Its Dedication To Sustainability And Green lnitiaves

LYNN UNIVERSITY
··Above: Lynn's campus continues to become even more environmentally friendly with new sustainability movements. LU Photos.

By CAROLINA ABELLO
Staff Writer
As a part of the Go Green
initiative, Lynn is offering
special parking for registered carpools.
The special parking is
targeted to commuter students and staff members
who park in the north lot.
Carpooling offers many
benefits, such as, lowering
the emission of carbon dioxide, saving money on gas
and now special parking.
In order to utilize the
parking spaces, students

or staff members must register the carpool with Lynn
and South Florida Commuter Services (SFCS). Once
registered, Lynn will provide
a parking permit that will
allow the carpool to park
in any of the designated
spots.
"I was not aware that
Lynn offers special parking
for carpools," said Sebastian Mora, senior. "I think
it is a great incentive because everyone wants to
find parking spaces in the
first row of the north parking lot."

The process to register consists of going to
1800234ride.com, selecting
the carpool tab and filling
out the information of the
individuals who will be a
part of the carpool.
In order to register and
obtain the parking permit,
the car pool must operate
two or more days a week,
consist of two or more faculty members or students
entering, park on campus
and have a valid SFCS
parking permit in the vehicle. Each carpool will be
given one permit and will

only be able to use those
parking spots on the days
they select.
"I always joke around that
I would do anything to get
special parking at Lynn, and
now that I know I can get it
just by registering with my
friends as a carpool, I am
definitely going to do it,"
said Maria Herazo, senior.
Carpooling is not only an
effective way to save the
environment, but it makes
parking so much easier for
students and faculty. So
remember to be green and
consider carpooling.
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THE RISE IN VIDEO SERVICE SHOWS
Video Streaming Services Are Now Developing Their Own Shows
By BRIAN MARTIN
Staff Writer
While watching cable TV
has always been the traditional way that viewers
catch up on shows, video
streaming services are
starting to steal the scene
with their own original programming.
Video streaming service
shows are different from
the original shows that are
usually viewed on the silver screen. They have more
freedom of content and
a different style of quality
compared to what TV programming has to offer.
"They're generally, from
what I've seen from Netflix,
of high quality," said Sean
DeVoe, freshman.
DeVoe listed the Netflix
series "Marco Polo" as an
example of a show that is
of high quality.
Online video streaming
has become more of a popular way of viewing shows.
"More people like using
the Internet, and the fact
that you could get your
shows anytime you like is
much more convenient for
people," said Jake Golden,
freshman.
TV services come with a
hefty price, just for viewers
Above: Video service shows have seen a very quick and high rise in popularity recently. Stock Photos.
to watch their favorite TV
said Carlin. "The fact that
series. For example, Com- cable TV could become more."
Professor
Gary
Carlin
you
can get all the shows
overpowered
by
this
phecast's first deal offers 140
at
one
time, I think it is apelaborated
on
the
reanomenon
in
the
near
future.
channels at the expense of
sons
behind
Demetriades'
pealing
for binge watchAlex
Demetriades,
se$49.99 a month.
ing."
nior,
agreed
that
answer.
He
said
that
the
online
On the other hand, online
As streaming services
video services offer cheap- shows could overtake TV younger generation is more
continue
to expand their liattuned
series
in
the
near
future.
to
using
video
serer costs. Hulu Plus only
braries
with
their own origivices.
"Eventually
one
day,"
asks users to pay $7.99 a
nal
programming,
the TV
"I
think
it's
something
said
Demetriades.
"Maybe
month.
industry
must
find
a
way to
that
young
people
are
very
in
the
near
future,
within
With all of the success
counteract
this
growth
in
familiar
with
now,
using
the
next
five
years
or
so.
that online video services
order
to
survive
in
the
near
streaming
like
Netflix
in
People
won't
go
with
caand their shows are receiving, it could mean that ble or DISH Network any- their [homes], or Amazon," future.
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MORE CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Violence and Turmoil Still Continues To Tear Apart The Middle East

Above: The view of the damage and destruction of a recent airstrike near the

By IVAN ZHYKHARIEV
Staff Writer
The Islamic State (IS)
advances further, taking
more territory from Iraqi
government troops. Bitter
fighting has taken place
at Baqubah, the last major town before the Iraqi
capital.
Yemen also became a
victim of what seemed to
be a coordinated operation by IS and AI-Qaeda,
who conducted two suicide attacks, killing 137
people. The Shia opposition Houthis took control
over the capital of Yemen,

thereby pushing the government forces out from the city
of Sana.
The nature of such a rapid
and synchronized attack
may suggest that IS and AIQaeda had coordinated their
activities. If that is the case,
one can witness the creation
of pro-ISIS coalition.
The U.S. troops that were
stationed in Yemen were
evacuated immediately after Houthi fighters invaded
Taiz, the second most important city in the country.
It comes on the back of the
statement made by the U.S.
State Department that, "Due
to the deteriorating security

situation in Yemen, the U.S.
government has temporarily
relocated its remaining personnel out of Yemen."
The Iranian-backed Shia
rebels, known as Houthis,
criticize the legitimate government of Yemen, specifically, President Abd-Rabbu
Mansour Hadi, who is recognized by the United Nations.
Deterioration of this conflict can be a valuable opportunity for AI-Qaeda to establish control over Yemen,
as the country has been AlQaeda's stronghold for the
last few decades.
State Department spokes-

man Jeff Rathke added,
"We ... continue to actively
monitor terrorist threats
emanating from Yemen
and have capabilities postured in the area to address
them."
After a number of cities
were raided by AI-Qaeda
militants, hundreds of its
members escaped from
prisons, causing chaos in a
nearby villages.
It is believed that both the
IS and AI-Qaeda are working together to destabilize
the situation in Yemen. It is
easier to take control over
a state with neither political
power nor stable economy.
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DELRAY BEACH SHOWS SOME LOVE
Love Shack, A Unique Store Located On Atlantic Avenue, Is A Hit
By TESS KEEGAN
Staff Writer
Delray's Atlantic Avenue
shows off their bohemian
side with the popular store,
Love Shack.
Owned by two sisters, the
unique store has won over
both its clientele and employees.
A great deal of Love
Shack's success can be attributed to its whereabouts. ·
It is in the heart of Atlantic
Avenue, surrounded by- some
of the best restaurants that
Delray Beach has to offer.
While waiting for reservations
or as an after-dinner treat,
many locals and tourists visit
the store to kill some time.
"It's such a cute store," said
Brooke Mackey, senior. "My
family and I love to eat out on
Atlantic Ave and it's the perfect excuse to get some serious shopping done."
Although
the
majority
agrees that the small boutique has great taste, some
question the price tags that
come along with it.
"It is a little pricey," said
Amanda
Daddio,
junior.
"However I love the gypsy
feel that the store brings. If I
could, I would buy the entire
store."
Love Shack is not just a
great place to shop, but an
enjoyable place to work as
well. As a fashinonista herself, Mady Fryburg , junior,
looks forward to going into
work. "Besides the 50 percent off employee discount,
I enjoy working there more
than just being a customer
because you have a lot more
respect for the store," said
Fryburg. "All of the clothes
come from Columbia, France
and other various countries,

which makes it unique."
Love Shack is also avid on
social media. They have both
lnstagram and Facebook
pages in order for their customers to keep up to date on
the latest fashion .
"I've made it on the lnstagram page," said Fryburg .
"We had a photoshoot of
some of the latest clothes. It
was a lot of fun."
Make sure to head over to
Love Shack and check out

le:_::c::ti:o.:.:n;
s·~-=-~;:::=~::;~=:=:::::~::=:~~~~~==~~
their clothing se;:_

Above: Love Shack's clothing is becoming a successful hit on Atlantic Avenue. Stock Photos.
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ASTRONAUTS SENT TO LIVE IN SPACE
Space Agencies Will Use Data From This Test For Future Mission To Mars
By BRIAN MARTIN
Staff Writer
Getting a man to Mars has
become a goal for space
agencies that might one day
happen if their latest experiment pays off.
Two astronauts were sent
to live aboard the International Space Station last month
to determine the effects of
staying in space year long for
a future mission to Mars.
NASA astronaut Scott
Kelly and Roscosmos cosmonaut Mikhail Komienko
will be living in the space station until March of next year.
Scientists will examine what
happens to the men due to
effects of living in space year

round.
With this project already
underway, people around
campus were asked to give
their thoughts on the mission.
Professor Kimberly Rowland
said that this experiment
could be helpful whether it is
a success or failure.
"If it's a success, that
means we already have the
idea of how to do this," said
Rowland. "If it's a failure
though, that, that's not necessarily a bad thing."
Rowland said that if the experiment ever failed, then scientists would be able to learn
from the mistakes made and
find ways to improve those
flaws. Science is a process
where one will not always get

the answer he or she is looking for, but can find ways to
better areas in need of improvement.
"It points out our limitations so that we can make it
better," said Rowland.
Aside from the science involved, a question that can
be raised is if Kelly and Komienko can handle this mission and prove that humans
can survive a year in space.
Arie Eskinazi, freshman, said
it depended on their previous experience in space
and if they were willing to go
through with the mission.
"If they have the experience and they want to do
that, I don't see the problem," said Eskinazi.

Another question that can
be raised is even after the
yearlong space mission is
complete, can humanity find
a way to reach Mars? Chris
Batchelor, freshman, said it
would still be possible for
humans to visit the distant
planet one day thanks to improvements in technology.
"I completely think...we're
going to travel to Mars," said
Batchelor. "We are improving
our technology every single
day."
Despite these two questions, the Mars mission is still
reliant on the results of Kelly
and Komienko's mission and
only time will tell if any significant information is gained
from this experiment.

Above: Astronauts Scott Kelly and Mikhail Korienko will undergo experiments in space for a future mission to Mars. Stock Photos.
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Student Life
FRESHMAN TAKES ON ADMISSION
1Yfer Bean Is Prepping For Admitted Student Weekend Along With His Future
By BRIANA RANDALL
Staff Writer

one of the coordinators for the
program and have been working on putting it together since
Many people may have
the beginning of the year."
seen freshman Tyler Bean
While staying with a student
walking around campus , alhost, these incoming freshways on his way to another
man will get to experience a
important meeting or pressing
true feel for Lynn and what it
matter. A Student Ambassais like to be a Fighting Knight.
dor for the Office of Admis"We want the kids to take
sion, Bean has dedicated
away the college experience
much of his time to both Lynn
and environment they will be
and its prospective students.
involved with for the next 3-4
This weekend, Bean will be
years with the current students
an instrumental part of the.
here at Lynn and the other adAdmitted Student Experience
mitted students they will be
(AS E).
socializing with throughout the
Originally from Essex Juncprogram," said Bean.
tion, Vermont, Bean is now
Those who come and have
majoring in hospitality and
made their deposit will be able
event management. Bean
to meet with an academic adstarted at Lynn as an aviavisor and schedule their first
tion management major, but
semester classes before any
that quickly changed after he
other incoming freshmen.
found a passion for planning
During ASE, these students
under the School of Business.
will enjoy a welcome dinner,
In the Office of Admission,
block party and a barbeque
Bean is a telecounselor who
as well.
calls prospective students as
Bean has a packed schedwell as a retention specialist,
ule with both his job and
who looks out for students at
classes at hand. But when he
Lynn who may not be reachhas free time he enjoys golfing their potential. Sometimes
ing, playing tennis, running,
one can find Bean giving tours
cooking and photography.
to campus visitors as well,
But, there is another passion
helping the Office of Admishe has.
sion in whatever way that he
"I have a strong pascan.
sion for flying actually," said
In addition, Bean is also a
Bean. "From the age of five, I
coordinator for ASE, which
thought I wanted to be a pilot
will happen this weekend,
for the rest of my life. ComApril12 and 13.
ing to Lynn, that dramatically
"ASE is a two-day, onechanged and I saw it more as
night event that brings 100
a hobby than a career."
admitted students from the
Despite his busy schedule,
incoming fall class," said
Bean is starting his own busiBean. "Along with [Associate
ness called Finest Captures
Director of Enrollment Man- Photography. His work inagement] Taryn Hamill, I am

eludes portraits, scenery, animals and even large events,
such as weddings.
Although Bean is very involved on campus, he will be
hard to find on campus soon.
Bean has decided to take the
opportunity to study abroad
next spring in Australia at the
International College of Management, Sydney. This will
allow him to get some real experience out in his field.
There he will be

classes plus an internship with
hotel chains, such as Marriott
and Hilton, getting hands-on
experience in the hotel industry. He was also granted workstudy at a local restaurant on
the beach.
Bean is gaining experience through his studies and
on-campus job. With this, is
definitely working his way toward great opportunities in the
future and will not be slowing
down J:lm,IT im, ~

Above: Tyler Bean and Taryn Hamill in Admission. Stock Photos.
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Cover
READY TO GO AGAINST THE RASTAFF?
Housing And Residence Life Is Gearing Up For Its Annual Challenge
By JERRY HOFFMAN &
JESSE WEISSMAN
Staff Writer &
Contributing Photographer
On Sunday, April 26,
Lynn's Housing and Residence Life will be hosting its
25th annual RA Challenge as
a "battle of the buildings.~·
''This year's RA challenge
will consist of games such
as a relay challenge, minute to win it, slippery watermelon, [Head's Up] and.
dizzy soccer," said Gary Pelletier, Community Advisor of
Freiburger. "On top of that,
everyone who participates
gets a free T-shirt, and who
doesn't love free shirts?"
As far as prizes go, first,second and third place winners will receive a cash prize
of an undisclosed amount.
"We're also very excited to
announce that this year's RA
challenge will also be counted as an Excalibur cup event,
which is a year-long competition that has been going on
among the residence halls,"
said Pelletier. "It will be the
largest Excalibur Cup event
of the year and the committee is really excited for it."
On the day of the event,
check in and sign ups will be
held from 12:15 to 12:30 and
the actual event will begin at
1:00 p.m. Participants can
sign up on either the day of
the RA challenge or through
their RAs anytime beforehand.
RA Challenge is a campus
wide event and will be held in
various areas around cam-

pus depending on the event,
but sign ups and the beginning of the RA Challenge will
be taking place at the quad
in the middle of all the residence halls.
Come out, show off your
skills, and support your building at Lynn's 25th annual RA
Challenge.

Above: Many teams of students came out to RA Challenge last year. Contributing Photos/J. Weissman.
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Entertainment
A LITTLE BIT OF STAR CHASE BRYANT
Country Music's Newest Star Is Tearing It Up On The Top Charts

Above: Chase Bryant at the CMA Awards in November. Stock Photo.

By AISLING MCENTEGART
Managing Editor
Quickly becoming of country music's top new artists,
Texas native Chase Bryant's
life has changed drastically
over the last few months.
With the success of his selftitled EP, Bryant is in the midst
of a truly career defining moment. Wrth nearly 1 million
YouTube views on his debut
single, "Take It On Back," Bryant has been taking the world
by storm. A combination of
meaningful lyrics, stage presence and impressive vocals
has set Bryant up for major
success.
"Going from a small town of
800 people to 1 million people,
that's a whole other feeling. It's
a good feeling, it's something
I'm very thankful for," said Bryant. "I'm so glad people are
starting to hear what I've been

working on."
Bryant comes from a family
with a long history of musical
success, so it ·is no surprise
that Bryant gravitated toward
this industry. Being surrounded by music allowed Bryant to
explore and devel.o p skills in
multiple aspects of the musical
world. As a result, this 22-yearold rising star is involved with
all aspects of his content creation, from co-writing all of his
songs to playing the guitar in
all of his studio recordings.
"My uncles were in a band
called Ricochet back in the
'90s, so that to me was very
inspiring. [Music] was something they loved so much and
it happened to be that it was
my one true love too," said
Bryant. "Thankfully it's been
something I have been able
to pursue and something that
I've been successful at."
Most people would be over-

whelmed with being thrust
into the spotlight so quickly.
However, in the style of a true
master, Bryant is taking it all in
stride and remains focused on
his musical endeavors.
"Being on the road so much
has definitely been the biggest
game changer for me and just
getting acquainted with playing this many shows," said
Bryant.
Bryant's evident passion for
his craft is at the very center
of his life. As he speaks, it is
easy to see his genuine love
for music and gratitude for
the success he has been experiencing. When the topic
of inspiration comes up in
conversation, Bryant states all
aspects of his life inspire his
music, making it relatable to
his fans.
"I think it is everything," he
said. "From adventure and
love to getting your heartbroken and being out with your
friends, I think just everyday
life in general inspires my writing."
As he has continued to become more established as
an artist, Bryant has gotten a
lot of amazing opportunities
that most people can only
dream of experiencing. When
it comes to choosing a single
moment as his favorite thus far
in his career, Bryant mentions
collaborating with Michael
McDonald.
"I got to cut a track with
[McDonald], who played with
The Doobie Brothers. That
was one of the coolest moments of my career and just
a pinch yourself moment. Be-

ing able to do that was awesome," said Bryant.
Despite his many recent triumphs, Bryant has a humble
and quietly confident demeanor that is sure to keep
him grounded in this fast
paced industry. Having spent
time in both Los Angeles and
Nashville, Bryant has gained a
number of interesting insights
into the music industry in both
locations.
"Nashville is a small tight
knit community. Everybody
knows everybody, it's more
of a family," said Bryant. "LA
is a great place too, it's so
fast paced. Nashville is more
slowed down. Once you know
one person, you know them
all."
Fans can expect an abundance of exciting events in the
next few months, from a fulllength album to national tours
with other big artists.
"My first record will be coming out in the summer, that
ought to be fun," said Bryant. "Other than that, P'll be]
touring with Tim McGraw this
summer and I'm on the Lee
Brice tour next month. It's going to be a fun run of dates."
Next up for Bryant is the
Tortuga Music Festival in Ft.
Lauderdale this weekend.
"I'm so excited about Tortuga, it's going to be a blast. I
can't wait to get into the sun
for a couple of days," said
Bryant.
Those local to South Florida
can witness Bryant in his element when he performs on the
Sunset Stage at 4:30 p.m. on
Saturday.
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WHAT HAPPENS AFTER GRADUATION?
Many Seniors Are Currently Preparing For The Next Chapter Of Their Lives

Above: This year's graduating

By JOSEPH KISLUK
Staff Writer
With more 2,500 students
at Lynn, it is sad to soon be
saying goodbye to the senior class of 2015.
These students come
from all over the world with
diverse backgrounds such
as, music, sports and education.
"I will be completing my
master's degree at the DeVos Sports Business Program at the University of
Central Florida," said TJ
Bullock, senior.
In life, as one chapter
ends, another opens. Continuing with a higher education will certainly help prepare one's future.
"After I graduate, I will be
attending the University of
West Florida where I will be a

clas~

is preparing for their future while accomplishing big things at Lynn. Staff Photos/K. Studer.

graduate assistant for Housing Residence Life, while
earning my ME.d degree in
Higher Education Administration Student Affairs," said
Gary Pelletier, senior.
Not only does furthering
ones education make an
impact on their lives, but
opportunities will also guide
them as well.
"After graduation I'm hoping to find a job or continue
my education and go to grad
school," said Ruth Augustin,
senior. "It all depends on
what opportunities come
along. I don't have any definite plans but I'm applying to jobs everywhere and
hoping to land a [graduate
assistant] spot. So right now
I'm going with wherever life
takes me."
Fate has a way of showing

itself through opportunities.
If one appears, go with it, as
it can open many doors.
"The main problem is that
my plans aren't completely
decided yet," said Wynton
Grant, senior. "For now, I'm
deciding between a couple
of options. The two that I am
highly considering are the
New England Conservatory
in Boston, and Indiana University."
Some people understand
that gaining experience is
just as important as finding
the right opportunity.
"I'm [going to] go to graduate school at Lynn," said
Megan Rivieccio, senior. "I
want to get experience at a
clothing store and then find
a job as a buyer for a corporate company."
When the opportunity

comes to do something that
one is passionate about,
take it without a doubt.
"I am planning on going
back to Sonoma County
where I grew up and work
at a wine brokerage," said
Cherise McEnery, senior. "I
am also going to help out
my old travel softball team
that helped me play softball,
which also helped me get
my scholarship for Lynn."
It is obvious that when
one narrows things down in
life, opportunities have a big
impact. Whether it is taking
a few more years to earn
a higher education, moving back home to work or
taking a few years to gain
experience for solidifying
one's career, opportunities
are always right around the
corner.

Writer
Zinburger, located In the
Town Center Mall, has
.._...~ a hot spot for stuto grab burgers and
~ma~tAR

Zinburger offers a wide

of hand-crafted
such as their sigZinburger, el Diablo
JoAM'WVI• the ringer and they
have a burger of the

"I love Zlnburger. I bied It
the first time last week
it definitely won't be
last time In there," said
Brown, senior. •1 or-

the Breakfast Burger
1was sold. It was so de-

''''".....o."
Students love Zinburger

Its location, unique sand-

wich options and the cool atmosphere.
"It feels like a lounge lnside. I love the lighting and
the music they play," said
Devin Green, senior. I also
love the buffalo chicken
sandwich way too much for
my own good."
For those who like to stay
healthy, they offer chicken
sandwiches, veggie burgers,
turkey burgers and salads.
Zinburger has amazing
shakes to go along with your
burger of choice, such as the
Snickers Shake or the Salted
Caramel Shake.
"I'm trying to stay healthy,
so I went and got the Turkey
Burger," said Myrlam Rofrano, senior. •1 was presently
surprised with how delicious
it was. I'll definitely be back
into
soon."
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ASE: THEIR JOURNEY BEGINS HERB
The 2015 Admitted Student Experience Proves To Be Another Lynn Success
By VICTORIA ALVAREZ
Assistant Editor
Each year, Lynn receives
thousands of applications
from students all over the
world. However, only several
hundreds of those students
are admitted each fall after
those applications are reviewed. Every April, a select
amount of these admitted
students are given the opportunity to experience Lynn
before they begin classes at
the Admitted Student Experience, otherwise known as
ASE.
The two-day, one-night
event allows incoming students to stay on campus
and experience all that Lynn
has to offer. Each admitted
student gets paired up with
a current Lynn student, who
becomes their host for the
weekend and not only shows
them around campus, but
also allows them to stay in
their room for the night.
"ASE was what finalized
my decision to come to Lynn
when I was a senior in high
school," said Aliye Muhammad-Menzies,
freshman.
"Being able to be a host this
year allowed me to make
sure that I gave my student
an amazing experience as
well. It felt good to be a part
of something that I know
makes a big difference."
ASE took place this past
weekend on Sunday, April12
and Monday, April 13. Over
the two days, the 90 students that were visiting campus were able to attend a
dinner party with their hosts
and other admitted students,
gather around at a block party on the Freiburger Lawn,
learn about the different pro-

grams that Lynn has to offer,
go on a campus wide scavenger hunt and even attend
a BBQ by the pool.
Although those activities were fun and filled with
smiles and laughter, one of
the most vital parts of ASE
weekend was when the admitted students were given
the opportunity to meet with
their academic advisors to
register for their fall classes.
"Being able to meet with
your advisor and pick your
classes this early is a huge
help and weight off your
shoulders," said Nikolina
Pastor, freshman. "When I
attended ASE last year, I remember how lucky I felt to
get that one-on-one attention with my advisor so that
she could explain not only
the courses, but what paths
were best for me. It's definitely one of the major parts
of ASE that truly make you
feel like you're ready for college."

ASE, however, is not just
about getting a head start on
picking classes or winning
the campus wide scavenger hunt. It is about making
friends, making connections
and seeing if Lynn is the right
fit for a student.
"I had an amazing time
at ASE. The entire experience has made Lynn my
number one choice and I really can't imagine going anywhere else," said Catarina
Ruggiano, admitted student
and ASE participant. "Even
though I only stayed for two
days, Lynn already feels like a
home to me. I owe my experience not only to the people
that planned the event, but
also to my host and everyone else that participated."
Taryn Hamill, the Associate Director of Enrollment
Management here at Lynn,
coordinated ASE with the
help of Tyler Bean, freshman
and student ambassador.
Bean began working in the

Office of Admission in his
first semester here at Lynn
and has proven to be an important asset since then.
"It was such an honor
working alongside [Hamill]
as she is the one who helped
me discover what I want to
be when I graduate," said
Bean. "She has given me
such great opportunities to
shine and show what I am
capable of at such a young
age. This year's ASE I found
to be a huge success for the
university as it was such an
honor watching the future
knights walk on the paths
of our alumni's footsteps.
But the biggest honor I have
been given is being known as
Taryn's 'Right Hand Man."'
As the admitted students
go on to complete their final
weeks in high school, they
walk away from ASE with
more than just good memories, but a kick-start to what
college and life at Lynn is really like.
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~NT~RCTIC~ REACHES 63.5

DEGREES

Antarctica Hitting A Record High Temperature Causes Speculations

.." . " ' '"'.'""" hit 63.5 degrees Fahrenheit on March

By JERRY HOFFMAN
Staff Writer
Spring is here and warmer
temperatures are becoming
a more common occurrence
in many places around the
world, but one of the places
on Earth that was not meant
to get spring weather, alarmingly has.
On March 24, Antarctica
hit a record high temperature
of 63.5 degrees Fahrenheit.
This "remarkable heat
wave," said by the Weather
Underground, is not considered a serious issue that
should be worried about as

long as the record high tem- has its own polar vortex
peratures do not last. Ac- that expands and contracts
cording to Jordan Gerth, a throughout the year. As the
researcher at the Cooperative vortex reacts during the sumInstitute for Meteorological mer period in the southern
Satellite Studies, it is some- hemisphere, extreme weather
events or record high temperthing to watch closely.
"A single temperature event atures are possible in what is
doesn't make a trend, but it's usually a consistently frozen
a situation worth watching," area.
While this record temperasaid Gerth. "One rare temperature doesn't tell us a whole ture is being considered note
lot, but if we see these events worthy from many experts, it
happening more frequently should be said that this temover the next decade or so, it perature reading was taken
could be a larger story to tell." just at the bottom of ArgenAntarctica, located at the tina and not directly on top of
southern tip of the planet, the South Pole.

"It's a very strange occurrence to set a continental record," said Gerth. "But it did
occur near the fringe, so it
isn't as significant as a reading reached near the actual
pole."
With global warming becoming such an important
political issue over the last
few decades, this new record temperature and the
causes of it will be thoroughly
investigated as the push for
a greener, more sustainable
world is something that has
shown to be a high priority
among many.
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SAB TO ELECT THEIR NEW LEADERS
The Student Activities Board (SAB) Is Preparing For An Upcoming Election

Above: The Student Activities Board (SAB) members gear up to elect their next president for the upcoming semester. Staff Photos/ D. Rodriguez.

By BARBARA CALIXTE
Staff Writer
On Monday, April 20, Student Activities Board (SAB)
members will host elections
for their next president.
SAB, which stands for
Student Activities Board,
is an event club ran by students on campus.
"SAB is an organization
where students get the opportunity to plan events that
they want to see on campus.
By the students for the students," aid David Gibson,
freshman and one of the
candidates running for president.
SAB is one of the most
active clubs on campus,
running a numerous amount
of events year round, from
Mardi Gras, giant game

night, Ninja lounge trip and
even hosting the Millennium
Campus Conference pool
party.
Let's not forget the amazing commuter .I!Jnches as
well, always having welcoming events and making sure
they never leave anyone left
out.
"People should get involved with SAB because
one it's so fun. We plan all
kinds of events from inflatable activities, luncheons,
comedians, hypnotist, water
park trips, everything you
can think of. Second, it's really good to get involved on
campus and always know
what's going on campus,"
said Briana Randall, freshman. "Third, it's a great way
to make new friends. Lastly,
it gives you the opportunity

not to just know what's happening on campus but to
have a say in what goes on
campus. We love asking for
new ideas for next semester
and we are all ears. We try to
make anything possible,"
Randall joined SAB last
fall and after falling in love
with the club, decided to run
for the leadership position.
"I'm running for the president position, which will
make me the face of SAB. In
that position I will have to be
the go to person for all the
other members and will be
required to represent SAB
to other organizations and
higher officials on campus
and meetings," said Randall. "I'm basically making
sure everything is running
smoothly with help of course
from the two future elected

[vice presidents]."
SAB is always new seeking members with great
ideas and positive energies.
Freshman Michael La
Chappelle plans on running
for a new position as well.
"I plan on running for vice
president," said Chapelle.
"One of the plans I have is to
get people more in involved
in SAB as well as get people
to be more involved around
campus and create more of
a school spirit in the events
we will host for next year."
Being involved while in
college is important and can
really change one's experience while at Lynn. Joining
SAB allows students to not
only get involved, but also
practice their event planning, teamwork and leadership skills.
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THE BIG NETFLIX VS HULU DEBATE
Lynn Students Are Divided Over Which Of The Two Services Is Better
including its own original
content such as "House of
Cards" and "Orange is the
Hulu and Netflix are two New Black."
of the most used video
Hulu functions s1m1services that allow us- larly TV content that's up
ers to watch their favorite to date with cable TV and
movies or TV shows.
by having its own original
Recently,
students series. Despite this fact,
around campus gave their Luis Serra, freshman, and
thoughts on the two video Kim Bianchi, junior, both
services in order to deter- agreed that Netflix has
mine which one was the more choices than Hulu.
better option for people to
"Well 1 think that Netflix
use.
is better because it has
Both Hulu and Netflix more options and ... vidare used by the general eos," said Serra.
public and offer a wide
"I'd say Netflix because
range of movies and TV there's more options than
shows. It seems, however, Hulu," said Bianchi.
Netflix, however, might
that Netflix is the more favored service.
not have certain movies
One of the advantages or TV shows that viewers
that Netflix has over Hulu want to watch online. Inis that it has more options stead, there is an option
in terms of the video con- to receive a DVD of that
tent it offers. The content" content in the mail. Wolfie
includes a vast array of Tregoning,
sophomore,
TV shows and
ressed his annoyance

By BRIAN MARTIN
Staff Writer

toward the situation.
"I tried watching 'Nightmare on Elm Street,' but I
found out that's only DVD
exclusive," said Tregoning.
Another advantage that
Netflix has over Hulu is
that it does not make its
viewers watch advertisements before viewing their
programming. Hulu makes
users watch ads before
letting them watch their
videos. Tregoning and
Sean DeVoe, freshman,
were against this feature.
"You have advertisements on Hulu," said
Tregoning.
"Well I never used Hulu,
so I'm kind of partial to
Netflix," said DeVoe. "But,
I think that while Hulu gets
you stuff earlier, charging you and making you
[watch] ads, just doesn't
seem right."
Aside from Netflix hav-

-

ing more viewing choices,
both it and Hulu require a
monthly paid subscription
of $8.99 and $7.99, respectively. Chris Donilon,
freshman, did not know
about Netflix's monthly
fee.
"(I thought you could]
watch movies for free,"
said Donilon.
If a user wishes to view
content, he or she must
pay the monthly subscription fee to do so. Because
of this, Goran Topic, freshman, felt that all TV shows
should be made free to the
public.
"If you ask me ... all of the
TV series should be free,
available to the public,"
said Topic. "They should
make money through ads
instead of ... some paid
service."
With everything said, it
would appear that Netflix
is superior over Hulu.

Above: Hulu and Netflix both have their own pros and cons for those wisihing to stream movies and television shows. Stock Photos.
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LYNN NOW OFFERS CLA PLUS TEST
The New Test Is An Abilities And Capabilities Assesment For Institutions

Above: Lynn has chosen to implement the ~~w CLA Plus testing system and is offerina it to students. Staff Photos/D. Rodriguez.

By JOSHUWA DEAL
Staff Writer
(Collegiate
The
CLA
Learning Assessment) plus
is a new test that is being
implemented in more colleges across the country.
The test overall assesses
the college level institution's ability to implement
concepts into the student's
analytical abilities rather
than the capabilities of the
student themselves. However, the test does directly
engage in a student's ability
to think critically, reason analytically, solve problems,
and write effectively.

The test ~is currently not
an exit exam or· mandatory
test. In regards 'to Lynn, the
university offered the CLA
plus exam to s'tudents that
rank in the top 1ob-:of the
class. People who decide
to take the exam are faced
with many open ended
questions and are timed accordingly.
For example, students
may be asked to solve a
crisis and are given documents to help support their
claims and arguments while
solving the crisis. Furthermore, the exam consists of
math, writing, and science
article but the questions

do not test the telt taker's
knowledge on the subject
but rather their research
capabilities, attention to
details, and critical analysis
skills.
So why take the test?
The test so far can further
the interest of the test taker by aiding their resume.
Many employers around
the country "are becoming
rapidly unsatisfied with the
work recently college graduates are offering.
In the past, a GPA score
was a acceptable indicator
towards a student's abilities, However, due to the
rapid growth of students

obtaining A's as an average
score, employers are desperate to discover which
undergraduates are prepared for critical thinking
in a real world sense and
which graduates obtained
A's by simply following the
system.
Perhaps, the CLA plus
will allow employers to determine who are the critical thinkers but just as the
SAT now offers specialized
classes which capitalizes
on the idea of assessment,
skeptics predict the CLA
plus will fall in the same category as other standardized
tests.
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HELPFUL HOUSE HUNTING GUIDE
This Guide Makes Finding A Home For Next Year A Little Less Daunting

Above: As students look for new housing next year, check local options close to school, like University Park. Contributing Photo/J. Volpi.

By LORI REYNOLDS
Staff Writer
With the new housing
requirements setting into
place next fall, many upperclassmen have found themselves scrambling to find
their first-ever rental apartment.
A scary task, finding and
moving into your place can
be stressful and quite difficult, but if certain steps are
taken, it can work out in the
end. Instead of panicking,
there is an option. Yes, this
is an exciting milestone but
can be daunting if you do
not know where to start. Do
not worry though, here are
some guidelines to help you
search for the right apartment:
1. Set your price range:
There's nothing worse than
falling in love with a place
and then screaming at the
price tag or struggling to

pay the rent.
2. Location: Decide on
an ideal location, some" !ha~ is. close to work
~h-er~
or-SQfioe.l or. 1n an urban or
subu1ttar;~.~QM>orhood. If
you do-· ttits before you go
apartment searching, it can
narrow dawn your choices
to a speciflo part of town
and make the,searching that
much easier.
3. Amenities: Decided
if you need a wa~her and
dryer, parking spots, cable
or other goodies to come
with your apartment. For
example, some apartments
come with a washer and
dryer included, but some
are located within the building that you share with other
tenants. While looking at different places, pay attention
to these details and decide
what you think fits you best.
4. Teamwork makes the
dream work: Roommates
were necessary when you

lived on campus, however it
does not have to end there.
Finding a roommate that
has the same interests as
you and can work with you
to find a new place could be
ef.Jq! of help. Together, you
can not only pay .i jle rent,
but you can also shtfe other
responsibilities as wEJII.
5. Start the search: Once
steps 1-4 are decided and
narrowed down, you can
start searching online or
with a realtor on potential
apartments.
6. Tour: A picture can be
completely different than the
actual place, so it is important that you aptually go set
your eyes on the new pad
before you sign the contracts. Make sure you take a
tour and even take pictures
or a video, this will be helpful when you are narrowing
down your final choices.
7. Application fees and
deposits: When you are

taking the tour and you feel
like this place is the one, be
prepared to pay an application fee and possibly make
a deposit. Applications fees
can range from $50 to $200,
so make sure you have the
money.
8. Read the lease: It is
very common for people
to zip right past the terms
and conditions but when it
comes to apartments, do
not do it. It is vital that you
read the lease but it is also
important that you understand it. Because once you
sign it, there's no turning
back.
If you follow these guidelines, your search for new
housing could be a lot easier than expected. Of course,
shopping for a rental apartment might be intimidating
at first, but with these steps,
you will be able to overcome
the different fears. Good
lucky and happy shopping.
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CAUGHT YOU IN THE PHOTOBOOTH
Current and Future Lynn Students Have Some Fun In Front Of The Camera
By KEVIN STUDER
Editor-in-Chief
At the dinner party during
Admitted Student Experience (ASE), students were
able to take some fun photos with their friends.
This was just one of the
ways future Knights were
able to experience the fun
that they will have when
they attend Lynn in the fall.
Keep reading this issue
for more ASE updates.
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Stu dent Life
A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR'S MESSAGE
Katherine Sattler Shares Her Emotional Story With Lynn Students
By NIKKI COLONNA
Contributing Writer
Holocaust survivor, Katherine Sattler, visited Lynn to
share her experience with
students and faculty. She
inspired many to alter their
perception of life after hearing her heartfelt story of her
painful path to liberation in
1945.
Living in a small city in
present day Ukraine, Sattler
introduced the audience
to her hardships when the
first German soldiers began
to take over her town. She
was a 14-year-old girl who
went to church with her
family every Sunday, but
that tradition was the first
to disappear. Next went her
father's grocery business.
Her friends were then lost
because she could not be
around those who wore the
Jewish star.
She remembered how
strange German men invaded her house and privacy; moving in and leaving
her family of four only able
to access one bedroom
and the kitchen. Her life lost
its order.
"There was nothing we
could do about it," said
Sattler. Sattler was eventually completely forced out
of her house and put on
a cattle car with 75 other
people all squished together, heading to an unknown
destination. Several perished along the way due
to illness or old age. She

declared how the stench of
death right next to her just
emphasized the hopelessness in that travel car.
"We had no idea where
we were going," said Sattler.
A crack of light through
the ceiling of the container
that Sattler was located in
was the only way of knowing whether it was day or
night. The only items that
her family was able to keep
during the journey consisted of a little bit of food,
clothes and a pair of shoes.
Upon arrival Sattler, her
sister and her mother were
separated from her father.
She made every effort to
stay with her sister and
mother. They were moved
together to a concentration
camp. It was here when she
put the responsibility upon
herself to take care of them

no matter what happened.
The camp's process involved being stripped of
all clothes anyone owned,
an ice cold shower and the
shaving of all hair. Then everyone was provided with
the grey uniformed clothing in order to remove all
individuality. Her job was to
rummage through the mile
high piles of clothes that
once belonged to those who
died on the way over. Off in
the distance she could see a
smoke stack where the disgusting odor of burning flesh
could be smelled for miles.
In this pile she found the
horrifying evidence of her father's status; his jacket.
" ...That's when I started
to cry because I knew everyone was dead," said Sattler.
Her course continued as
she trudged along in The
Death March on Jan. 18,

1945. Lasting about 3 and a
half days, people of all ages
marched to a labor camp.
Disease, lack of food and
exhaustion caused great demise once again.
On May 3, 1945, Sattler,
her sister and her mother
were liberated.
As of today, Sattler has
a different way of looking
at life. She is truly full of
emotion and enjoys helping people. She thanks God
and her youthful innocence
for getting her though it all.
Her positive way of thinking
is shocking to most people,
especially after listening to all
that she has been through,
but is stimulating for anyone
to mirror her spirit and love
for anyone she meets.
"I never lost faith in God
and never lost faith in people," said Sattler enthusiastically and a smile on her face.

Above: Staff, faculty and students came out to the Wold to hear the speaker. Staff Photos/A. McEntegart.
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World News
CLINTON DECLARES 2016 CANDIDACY
In Order To Win The Office, The Democrat Has A Tough Road Ahead
By JERRY HOFFMAN
Staff Writer

(
{

t
(

For new Presidential
Candidate Hillary Rodham
Clinton, the only way she
could possibly win the next
election is for her to run as
a strong willed and entirely
unapologetic democratic
representative.
While being one of the
most popular presidential
candidates
approaching
the 2016 election, Clinton
is now under a microscope
due to some suspicious
email activity during her
time as secretary of state.
Clinton has received a
great deal of criticism for
skipping out on using an
official state department
e-mail account to use her
own private email server
linked to her home address. Republicans did not
hesitate in attacking the
democratic frontrunner for
her secret email habits.
"[Clinton] represents the
failed policies of the past,"
said Republican Senator
Ted Cruz, who also announced his candidacy for
president. "We know the
[Clinton]
administration
would be no different."
Legally speaking, while
Republicans are looking to
break down the public image of the biggest name
running for president in
2016, what Clinton did was
technically not against the
law. There is currently no
evidence that Clinton broke
Pbove: Former Rrst Lady Hillary Clinton running for president. Stock Photos. the law, but there is still a

chance that she may have.
The state department does
not have an outright ban
on members using personal emails to conduct government business, but they
do have a policy that sensitive information should
be transferred through the
state department's official
email server. In response
to the public outrage over
the emails, Clinton handed over more than 55,000
emails to the United States
Chief Diplomat, but some
are still doubtful as to her
honesty.
"You've seen in the polls
and in discussions across
the country a feeling that
[Clinton] is just not trustworthy," said former Republican candidate Mitt
Romney, who believes
that Clinton erased some
of her emails before submitting them for official
review. "This whole story
about her having erased all
of her emails even though
they were subject to recall
and review by congress, I
think that's made people
remember that with the
Clintons, it's always something."
As the next presidential
election approaches, public image is of the utmost
importance to the candidates. As for Clinton, she
has some work to do to
rebuild her image after this
email conspiracy, which
may go even deeper than
the American public is
aware of.
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Above: Current and Mure Lynn students alike came together and enjoyed the festivities of Admitted Student Experience. Contributing Photos/N. Seidman.
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Story
STUDENT EXPERIENCE HITS LYNN
Future Fighting Knights Get A Taste Of College Life
By VICTORIA ALVAREZ
Assistant Editor
At the Admitted Student
Experience (ASE) last weekend, both current Lynn and
future Lynn students joined
together for two days filled
with laughter, smiles and
outright fun. The future
Fighting Knights that stayed
on campus came from many
different cities, states and
even countries, bringing
many different backgrounds
together for one weekend.
Both the admitted students and the hosts had a
great weekend. The hosts,
some of who were ASE
alumni themselves, enjoyed
showing the incoming freshmen what it is like to be a
Fighting Knight by taking
them on personal tours,
showing them the best parts
about Lynn and introducing them to their friends and
even professors.
Both the current and future Fighting Knights enjoyed the many different
activities that ASE had to
offer. From the fancy dinner
party, to the Block Party on
Freiburger Lawn, last weekend was one for the books.

Above: Current and Mure Lynn students alike came together and enjoyed the festivities of Admitted Student Experience. Contributing Photos.IN. Seidman.
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BINKOWSKI'S NEVER MISSES A GAME
Senior Casie Binkowski Is The Men's Soccer Team's Biggest Fan
By CHRIS HELLMANN
Staff Writer

on the soccer teams ever
since 2011. With a smile on
her face, Binkowski admits
that she has even skipped
classes for Lynn's home
games when they collided
with her schedule.
The first time during
Binkowski's college career,
The Men's Soccer team
made it all the way to the
finals in 2012. Even though
she was trying to organize a
bus for students to drive up
to Evans, Ga., it ended up
falling through.
However, when Lynn
made it back to the final
in 2014, she knew she had
to be one of the fans in the
stands to show support.
The only problem was that
the final was in Louisville,

The Men's Soccer program has a rich history of
winning national championships. The men secured one
more title to that history this
past year when they won
the national championship.
Senior Casie Binkowski
has never missed one single
Men's Soccer home game
since her freshman year
back in 2011. Binkowski
has also made many trips
to a lot of away games on
the road.
Colleges such as Barry
University, Rollins College
or St. Leo University know
of Lynn's number one fan.
"It all started through a
friend who introduced me Ky.
to Jason Sangha [senior
"I tried to see the final in
and four year captain on 2012 but for some reason it
the Men's Soccer teaml," did not work out because
said Binkowski. "Through ·Qt ~ol , but in 2014, as
[Sangha] I met the team and a 9.aio~ ftW last year, I
never stopped supporting knew tliat this was my last
my friends."
chance to experience a fiNow Binkowski is close nal and a championship,"
to graduation but she can said Binkowski. "The fact
look back knowing that she that half of tl'le roster are
found her lifetime friends my closest triel'}.ds made my

decision even easier."
Binkowski, better known
as "Binky," grabbed the
chance and flew to the final
four with one of her friends.
The funny story was that no
one on the team even knew
that they were traveling to
show support. She planned
a surprise trip across half
the country - and what a
trip it turned out to be.
When Binkowski got off
the plan she went straight to
Bellarmine College's soccer
field to see the boys play in
the semi-finals. Since they
came one hour prior to the
game they did not want to
be seen, which led her to
hide behind trees at a chapel overlooking the field.
Five minutes before the National Anthem, Binkowski
ran down to the bleachers
and hid behind an umbrella.
As soon as the team lined
up, Binkowski held up banners and cheered the team
on.
"The looks on . the guys
faces when the~ saw us
brought tears to ;\y eyes,"
said Binkowski.
Looking back, she sum-

marizes her spontaneous
trip as an amazingly perfect
decision.
"Honestly it was probably
one of the best experiences
of my life," said Binkowski.
"The atmosphere when the
team was presented the
trophy at 4th street in Louisville was unreal - being
able to share that moment
with my friends, knowing
how hard they worked for it
was the best feeling ever."
Lynn is proud of people
with strong school spirit
such as Binkowski. She is
hoping for another Men's
Soccer championship run
in her years to come as a
graduate student at Lynn.
Binkowski just may be the
lucky charm that the team
needs to repeat history

Above: The Men's Soccer Team has their very own good luck charm, Senior Casie Binkowski, to thank for all of her support. LU Photos.
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MANY FEATURES THAT ARE OFFERED ON CAMPUS
Lynn Provides Students With Helpful Resources For Their Education

Above: There are many resources eva

By JOSHUWA DEAL
Staff Writer
Whether one is a freshman or a senior, there are always new things about Lynn
to be discovered.
Certainly there are seniors
who do not know everything about the campus that
houses their education.
If one spends enough
time in the library they will
view someone accidentally
touching one of the Dell
monitors and noticing for
the first time that the library
computers are in fact touch
screen . Recently, some se-

e on r;;ampus that students are not fully aware of and can now use. LU

niors who use Snapchat,
sent out posts on how they
never noticed that the monitors can easily be manipulated with just the tip of a
finger.
Students can now rent microphones and tripods that
are adaptable with iPads.
For students who desire
the use their iPads for video
broadcasting, film making or
other assignments, one just
needs to rent out the equipment on the third floor of the
library. Make sure to sign the
equipment out within a 24hour notice.
On the first floor of the

library in the left corner is
a room called The Cube
Library Learning Lounge.
Many students have passed
by the room and have
viewed meetings and presentations being presented.
However,, many students
do not even rEtalize that one
can actually rent the room
by simply asking to do so
at the library's information
desk in the front of the first
floor. The room is not just for
staff members, as many are
led to believe, but also for
students use as well.
Whether one is doing
a senior capstone or tak-

ing their first design class,
the computer lab Macs on
the third floor of the library
have applications such as
Photoshop, lnDesign and 11lustrator for students to use
regardless of their major.
Many classes are held in
the computer lab, which utilizes these applications.
However, many students
in other majors who do not
have classes in the computer lab may be surprised to
know that they themselves
can use these applications
by simply logging in with
their username and students
I.D. number.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.
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STUDENTS ARE CRAVING MOVEMENT
Located In West Boca, Movement Has Become The Hottest Cross-Fit

Above: Movement has become a huge success for students to focus on c ross·fit train in g and

By EMILY ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Movement is a new
place for students to work
out while also giving back
to those who are less fortunate.
At Movement, half ot
what people pay to work
out there goes to helping
build libraries and improving life all around the world.
Movement is the perfect
name for this gym because
not only are people exercising, but they are moving
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forward and helping others.
"I feel good about going
to Movement. I'm working
on myself as well as helping
improve others lives around
the world," said Devin
Green, senior. "I love going to the Saturday morning
..bdot camps."
~ •.Jh~. "(achers at the gym
are ~ve~-1ta,ppy to be
helping students and peopie all around the world.
Each of the classes consists of Circuit training,
small weights and a lot of
cardio. It is always a blast
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to workout at Movement.
The gym is filled with high
paced, positive energy that
gets students into great
shape.
"The small classes allow
me to get the feel of having
individualized workout sessions," said Casey Brown,
senior.
Classes are usually an
ttour or less, depending on
wnat circuit trairit
" g it is
that day. Students ill leave
Movement feeling e they
got a great workout and are
looking forward to the next
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session.
"Working out at Movement has not only improved
how I feel about myself, but
it has also allowed me to
think of new ways I can help
people around the world,"
said Brown.
Movement is located in
West Boca right off of Powarline road, just about 10
minutes away from campus.
Even though there are
other gyms around town,
Movement has become the
hottest place in West Boca,
and students are loving it.
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FINDING A SECOND HOME AT LYNN
's Favorite Professors Gives An Inside Look Of Her Story

Above: Professor Carmeta Blake is known to be one of the most impressive and unique professors who has ever taught at Lynn. W Photos.

By EMILY ROBINSON
Staff Writer

,

Carmeta Blake, originally
from Kingston, Jamaica,
has been teaching at Lynn
for the past eight years and
calls it her second home.
Blake's background is in
communication but more
specifically, broadcast journalism. For her undergraduate degree, Blake majored
in radio production, earned
her master's degrees in
television management and
production and later went
on to receive her doctoral
degree in adult education
and human resource development.
"I have a communication/
education background. It's
weird because I actually
started out as a teacher
and then I went to do communications, worked in the
media and then I taught

again. It just seems to me
th._at teaching is my calling,"
~ald-\Biake. "Even when I
Wcis.._,J,n\.tne ·media I would
always t~fl" ..p"E!bple I am a
teacher afheart."
After being hired in
2007 as a professor, Blake
started teachil'}g public
speaking, media' and society, communitation law
and ethics, radio production and multiple graduate
classes. She is still currently teaching many of those
same classes today.
Known as one of the
most difficult professors
at Lynn, Blake always surprises students with her
compassion and love of the
subjects she teaches. She
loves her job and puts her
heart into teaching.
"! am a very firm person,
but a very kind and passionate one," said Blake.
Blake learns from her

students everyday and is
always open for students
to bring new ideas and
concepts to the table. This
makes her classes some of
lfle most interesting ones
that are offered at~ynn.
"Because of m~style of
teaching where I encourage
students to be independent
and to challenge me, we
then have mutual conversations and mutual respect,"
said Blake. "I learn a lot
from my students because
I give them the opportunity
to bring new thoughts into
the classroom."
Students 'are lucky to
have the opportunity to
have such an experienced
and caring teacher at Lynn.
"I don't think in my mind
or body I will ever leave
Lynn. It is a very special
place to me and I say that
with much sincerity. It is
one of the most unique

places that I have worked
in. I meet unique students
and unique people in general. I think Lynn will always
be apart of me, it is a very
special place," she said.
It is apparent that she
puts her all into every class
that she teaches. She is
a very fair professor and
is one of the most knowledgeable ones here on
campus.
"I took communication
law with Dr. Blake and I
swear that I learned more in
that one class than I have
in this whole semester,"
stated Devin Green, senior.
If students have not had
the pleasure of taking a
class with Blake, they have
missed an incredible opportunity for a professorto-student and studentto-professor challenge. Dr.
Blake loves her jobs so
much.
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POST-COLLEGE LIFE IS A "RUFF" ONE
10 Reasons Why Getting A Dog In Your Twenties Is An Amazing Idea

By AMANDA BROWER
Staff Writer
Life in your twenties could
be a wonderful time. However, you will hit some of the
roughest patches in your life.
You are freed from your parent's tight leash, but maybe
it's time to be the one holding it.
1. Responsibility
One of life's biggest lessons that can only be taught
by practice.
2. Developing a sleep
schedule
With all of the thoughts
from the day racing through
our heads at night, it could
be hard to develop an actual
sleeping schedule. However, having a dog that gets
tired can help "'"''"n,rnrll7o:>

your sleeping patterns for
the better.
"My pup definitely helps
me get on a sleeping pattern
because I remember nights
I would sit up until 3 a.m.,"
said Lauren Friedman, junior.
3. Budgeting
This is another life lesson than can only be taught
through experience, practice
makes perfect. Having your
furry friend will teach you
how to save and budget your
money to provide food, toys
and supplies.
4. Staying fit
Potentially working a 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. job can be tiring, but knowing your dog
awaits your companionship
for their daily walks forces
you to get outside and be
active.
"I got my dog last year and
just from taking him on walks
I 'iost 10 pounds. It's not
--~c~. ~ut ~t's something,"
saia>tjess~v.er, senior.
5. So¢i81 skills
Most individuals love
dogs. When these people

see a dog, they are automatically drawn to come pet it.
Along with being seen with
your dog, comes constant
conversation with new people. This forces you to leave
your shell with the comfort
of knowing you both have
something in common: your
love for dogs.
6. Cheap therapy
Chances are you will have
more problems than money
can buy. Lets face it, talk
is not cheap. Luckily a dog
can listen to your problems,
keep it a secret and have the
best medicine, a big sloppy
kiss.
7. 'The magic touch'
It is scientifically proven,
the touch of a pet can raise
our serotonin levels and lower blood pressure. So whether you are having a bad day
or received some bad medical news, your dog is there
for you.
8. Grow Together
,~p.s our lives flourish, so will
our "dog's. They will be there
for your first
. your

break-ups, your marriage
and hopefully your children.
While everything is changing, your dog's love will remain constant.
9. Preparation for Kids
If you are one of the people that wants to have kids in
your future, a dog is the perfect place to start practicing.
Congratulations on your first
furry child.
10. Saying Goodbye
As we age, so does everything around us: our parents,
our friends and our family.
Since birth we have been
saying hello to all the beautiful things in life that we forgot, one day, we will have
to say goodbye. Although
no one wants to foresee the
death of their beloved pet,
learning to let go will only
help us to grow.
With a puppy comes great
responsibility and an unbreakable bond. In a time
where we feel most alone, a
puppy can make you feel almost always at home.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www
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llDE IS TIJRNING AGAINST BOKO HARAM
Nigeria's lslamist Group Receives Backfire From Ni erian Forces

By IVAN ZHYKARIEV
Staff Writer
Nigeria's most notorious
militant lslamist group Boko
Haram, which claimed the
lives of thousands in the
country and hundreds in
the neighboring countries,
through rapid insurgencies,
is finally ?n t.he .receiving
end of the1r ev1ldomg.
The President of Nigeria,
Goodluck Jonathan, was
heard to be saying that
Boko Haram would be driven out from the areas they
control in about one month.
Optimistic perhaps, how-
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ever, Nigerian troops allied
with Cameroon, Chad and
other African Nations, have
made significant gains.
The statement came on
the back of the news that
Nigerian forces had finally
managed to push Boko Haram out from Barna in Borno
St\lte of northeast Nigeria.
"1- • .tJi~an government has
stru~"h .(pt. ~rs to tame
the vicio"CC_s militant jihadists but their recent organized operations dramatically chan'ged the situation
as key towns were liberated
from Boko H'arani occupa'·
tion.
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"Displaced people in
northeastern Nigeria and
across borders are in a very
dramatic situation, they fear
for their lives and are at this
point unable to return to
their homes," said Liz Ahua,
coordinator Nigerian refugee efforts for the U.N.
Boko
Haram
means
"western education forbidden," it claimed thousands
qf lives and enslaved hundi'eds. In April qf 2014,
about 200 schoolgJrls were
abducted, they stil\remain
missing.
As Nigeri-led coalition
against Boko Haram con-
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tinues, many believe in what
Jonathan said a few weeks
ago.
"I'm very hopeful that it
will not take us more than
a month to recover the old
territories that hitherto have
been in [Boko Haram's]
hands," said Jonathan.
"We never expected that
[Boko Haram] will build up
that kind of capacity. We
under-rated their external
influence. Since after the
civil war we've not fought
any war, we don't manufacture weapons, so we had to
look for help to re-equip our
army and the air force."
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JONES CHASES HIS MUSIC DREAMS
Zenas Jones, Sophomore, Has Aspirations Of Breaking Into The Music Industry
By BIANCA BONOMO
Staff Writer

who truly believe's in his
and other's abilities to reach
their goals.
Nowadays, it is hard for ·
"The only moment I ever
people to live without music. doubted myself was when I
Music plays a large role in wasn't selected for the main
society and because of that, stage to perform for the Celit can play a significant role ebration of the Arts," said
in someone's life as well. For Jones.
some, music is everything.
This was during his freshZenas Jones first became men year. Although this was
interested in music when he a low point for Jones, he
started playing the piano in continues to remain posielementary school.
tive.
"I was bored on a Sat"Not getting selected was
urday and it went on from the biggest motivation I ever
there," said Jones.
had to get better," he said.
The sophomore from Fort "I believe if the right people
Lauderdale says that his hear my sound, I could pobiggest inspiration musically tentially reach my goal."
is Frank Ocean because his
He is a perfect example
music connects with whom- of someone who has a
ever listens to it.
big dream and chases it
"I want that to be the case through. Even when times
with my sound," said Jones. get hard, one should stay
Just like anyone else focused on their goal and
growing up, Jones had a dif- eventually wonderful things
ferent career goal.
will start to happen. Jones
"When I was a child, I reminds all that, even when
wanted to be a video game someone says "no" a thoucreator," said Jones.
sand times, it is just another
However, as the years thousand reasons to keep
went on, he focused his going.
eyes closer on the real prize.
"Everything .that hap"Music seemed to be pened in the past is just ansomething that I could con- other thing to fall back on,"
nect with more," said Jones. he said. "Each experience is
He is becoming busier a lesson."
with music as the years go
by, but he still always has
time for other hobbies.
"In my free time I play video games and train in Martial Arts," said Jones.
Those are a few things
that represent who Jones is
as a person. He is known to
be the kind of person that
anyone can talk to. Although
he can be quite serious, he
has a joking side as well.
Jones also describes himself as a spiritual person Above: Jones is a very active member of the Lynn drama and musical community. LU Photos.
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THE SEED CAFE IS A HIT IN BOCA
The Seed Is One Of The Best Cafes In Boca To Visit For A Healthy Meal

Above: The Seed is a new cafe that offers customers an array of healthy and nutritious food options, that also taste great. Stock Photos.

By VICTORIA
DE LA CRUZ

Staff Writer
The Seed is a coffee
shop and juice bar located
at 199 W Palmetto Park
Rd., here in Boca.
It all started as a dream
for two friends who shared
a passion for coffee and
juice. After a common interest was sparked, they
joined forces and created
a limited liability company
(LLC) that led to the creation of A Squeeze and
Drip Company, which handles The Seed.
The Seed is characterized by being local, raw
and cold-pressed. They
are also passionate health
enthusiasts as they think

that every body as every juice is different. The
products The Seed sells
are fresh and comforting.
One of the most appealing things about The Seed
is its location; it is located
close to Mizner Park and
as soon as you enter you
are inserted into another
atmosphere.
The layout of The Seed
is similar to the Los Angeles style with wooden
tables, many books, plants
and a casual vibe. One can
see students, office people
and even police men getting their coffee, juice or
pastry fix in.
"One of my favorite
drinks to get at The Seed is
the Chai Latte," said Atibel
Alvarez, senior. "I usually

get it with a delicious pastry and it just makes my afternoon much better."
The pastries are certainly one of the student favorites since they have a lot of
variety. Their most popular
pastries though are the
donuts with different topping, which are served exelusively during the weekend. The Seed is a great
place to have breakfast at
whether you are going with
company or alone.
"I go to The Seed all the
time," said Lauren Friedman, junior. "I enjoy the
usual cup of coffee, but
one of my favorite things
to get are the donuts. They
have so many flavors like
S'mores, Key Lime, Double
Chocolate, French Toast,

Fruity Pebbles and many
more."
The Seed is a very unusual and unique place. It
is also very unpredictable
and a great location to get
not just a drink, an experience. There has been buzz
in the social media world
because of The Seeds'
famous donuts and acai
bowls.
"I have been wanting to
go to The Seed for a while
now," said Carolina Abello,
senior. "I heard their Acai
Bowls are amazing and I
am a big fan of them."
Whether one is into cotfee or not, The Seed is a
great place. There is an
extremely cool and calm
environment with quality
products.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.lynnipulse.org
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THE ART AND MEANING OF TATTOOS
Jesse Weissman, Junior, Shares Her Experiences With Body Art
By VERONICA HAGGAR
Staff Writer
Located in Lake Worth,
Walking Art Studios is a tattoo studio with a spacious
room and a relaxing atmosphere. The tattoo artists
from the studio have many
years of experience and
their passions for tattooing
reflects in their beautiful and
excellent pieces of artwork.
"I have three tattoos, all
done by Shea Vancleve of
Walking Art Studios," said
Jesse Weissman, junior. "I
had originally gone to see
him at a different shop here
in Boca, but followed him
over to Lake Worth because
of the better working environment at his new shop."
Vancleve has mastered
the art of tattooing for 25
years, and now he is a partowner of Walking Art Studios.
When asked about his
specialty, Vancleve confessed that he tries not to
limit himself since people
come in with new ideas ev-
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ery day. Vancleve admitted
that portraits and pinups
have always been his area of
expertise.
"I feel with art, there are
several million ways to do
something," said Vancleve.
"When I hear artists say, 'it's
not my style' I believe it is a
cop out. Try to figure out a
way to do it in your style so
the customer likes it," said
Vancleve. ''This is why there
are names for so many styles
these days: new school, old
school, traditional, neo traditional, stylized, abstract;
just to name a few. It's about
what you and the client both
think is art."
The first tattoo idea Weissman trusted Vancleve to
bring to life was a quarter
sleeve of a wolf with roses on
her left shoulder, which took
four hours to complete. The
wolf howling and the roses
all symbolize something, and
the piece altogether has a
special and personal meaning behind it.
''The wolf resembles how
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withdrawn I might be from
others sometimes, as cliche
as it sounds. After all, the
wolf is the prominent symbol
of that mentality," said Weissman. "He's howling as if he
were calling out to those who
are in the same boat, because I know that I'm not the
only one who has this outlook
on life. The roses surround
him to show that beneath the
constant struggle of independence lies a certain beauty to
following the heart instead of
following the crowd and by
choosing knowledge over ignorance and conformity."
The second piece Weissman had done was a set of
wings surrounding a bow and
arrow she already had on her
back. The third tattoo is a
quote by Socrates that reads
"Scio me nihil scire," which in
Latin means "alii know is that
I know nothing at all." The
quote is an extension of the
wolf sleeve that Weissman
is planning on getting sometime in the near future.
"It's always nice to have
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the opportunity to establish
a relationship with your artist. Shea and I have become
pretty good friends and I
would recommend him to
anyone," said Weissman.

Above: Weissman's first tattoo
done by artist Shea Vancleve.
LU Photos.
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DEBT COLLECTORS MAKE BIG MONEY
Debt Collectors Are The Only Ones Happy About The Prices For College Tuition
By JERRY HOFFMAN
Staff Writer
With the skyrocketing
cost of education, debt collectors are gorging themselves at the expense of college students in the United
States following their graduation when they need to pay
off their college loans.
The number of people
taking government loans to
pay for a college education
goes up every year, just as
colleges raise their tuition
every year. There seems to
be little answers for aspiring college students as debt
collectors become more
prevalent in their lives.
. .~. .
According to some Lynn
students, when it comes to
handling student loans and
debt, planning is essential.
"If you fail to plan you plan
to fail," said Galen Lisse,
senior. "Make sure that
you 're looking toward the
future and keeping an eye
on your debt."
There are a few ways to
pay off one's student loans
with as little stress as possible. First, make sure to be
aware of one's loans. Keep
track of one's lender, how
much is owed and the balance. Another important
term one needs to know after graduating is the grace
period. A grace period is the
time allowed after a student
leaves school, right before
the first payment of their
debt has to be conducted.
Knowing one's grace period
is extremely important in
order to avoid missing payments, and going into even
more debt.
Also, it is vital not to panic
and remain on top of payments. "From a student's

standpoint, I feel as though
remaining calm when it
comes to owing money is
the most important aspect,"
said Parker Ganassin, junior. "Even though it can
add up and be a great deal
of money, with enough perseverance and determination, it can be paid off."
Unlike other loans that are
for credit cards and mortgages, there is no statute
of limitations when it comes
to student loans. The only
way to wipe out student
loans is simply by taking
the time to pay them back.
Debt collectors have made
it very difficult for graduates
to get around paying back
their loans, but with some
of these tips from Lynn students, paying back those
loans may have just gotten
a bit easier.

Above: Students are suffering with the enormous amount of debt after college. Stock Photos.
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PAINT MY GOWN RED TAKES OVER
Jocelyn Grayson Creates A Fundraiser To Help Homeless Shelters

Did

you~

•women make up al.D\ost !2 pcu-c.ent or the
homeleSS population. yat pads and tampatia
are the. least rt-equently donated items

•A years S\&pply or femlnlne hy6einft
proc:Ncts c;osts 7o$ miniln\&D\
•The.se products are NOT covered by food

s

Above: Senior Jocelyn Grayson has made it a mission to raise as much money as possible to donate to homeless shelters. LU Photos.

By BROOKE RUDISILL
Editor-in-Chief
One simple act of kindness can drastically change
the lives of others. In today's
day and age it is common
for people to get too caught
up in trivial issues.
Millions of people spend
countless amounts of hours
worrying about social media
statuses, keeping up with
the latest technology products or questioning whether
a dress is either blue and
black or white and gold.
As these issues consume
the minds of many, it becomes easy to bypass all of
the major issues that occur
on a day-to-day basis in local communities.
Senior Jocelyn Grayson
made it a mission to spend
every Alternative Spring
Break Trip giving back to
those in need, where she
worked hand-in-hand with
Metropolitan Ministries, an

organization that provides
hope to families who are in
crisis of being homeless or
have financial instability.
While there,
Grayson
served hygiene packs that
contained soaps, shampoos
and many other products to
those in the homeless shelters. A woman approached
her and requested tampons
and pads for her five young
daughters, nieces and herself. Due to a low supply,
Grayson could only provide
the woman with three tampons and pads for each girl.
"These hygiene packs are
meant to last a few months,
and any woman knows that
three is simply not enough,"
said Grayson. "Feminine
hygiene products are one
of the most needed items
at shelters. It's an issue because these products are
such a routine part of life that
I think people forget that they
are crucial and that they are
also expensive."

It was that moment that
sparked the idea in Grayson's
head of Paint My Gown Red.
It was clear that the amount
of feminine hygiene products
were severely lacking in distributions at homeless shelters, not only in Tampa, but
all around the nation.
For every donation of
cash, products or GoFundMe deposits, Grayson will
put one red circular sticker
on her cap and gown at
graduation this upcoming
May. With more than $1,000
already raised, boxes filled
to the brim with tampons
and pads, Grayson is well on
her way toward spreading
awareness of this unnoticed
issue.
Next Thursday, April 30,
Grayson will be holding a
Paint Henke Red event in
the Gordon and Mary Henke
Wing on campus from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Here, students will
be able to give donations, receive information about the

facilities that the donations
will go to, enjoy food, raffles
and take pictures in a photo
booth.
For anyone who is interested in donating either
money or feminine hygiene
products such as, pads and
tampons, head over to the
Center for Student Involvement on the second floor
of the Elmore Dinning Commons.
The Paint My Gown Red
drive will end on May 16, but
Grayson will still gladly accept any GoFundMe donations that are given after the
drive is over.
It is students like Grayson
who make a change in this
world. It only takes one idea
or initiative to successfully
impact the lives of those who
are less fortunate. One small
gesture could mean the absolute world to another; one
box of tampons or pads
could drastically change another's life.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.lynnipulse.org
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NEW APP, WIGO, IS TAKING OVER
Who Is

Is Tc

Out, Social Media

Students

at Lynn are discovering the new app that helps plan social outings with friends through easy steps.

By CARLIE ADMIRE
Staff Writer
Who Is Going Out, also
known as WiGo, is the
new app designed just for
college and university students, which helps plan
safe social outings without
the hassle of group text or
Facebook event planning.
WiGo connects with
students at particular
universities, allowing students to tag where they
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are and who should meet
them, without the interaction of unfamiliar individuals. WiGo does not just let
everyone use their application; each university must
have a certain number
of users to 'unlock' their
school.
"I've never heard of it,"
stated Brandon Narpiel,
senior. "It seems kind of
weird that you can see
where everyone .js during
his or her free time."
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According to the ereator, 23-year-old and college dropout Ben Kaplan,
"it takes the network effeet." It is estimated to
need about five percent of
the school's population to
activate users. With more
than 100,000 active users
and 73 schools currently
activated, about 1,200
other campuses are working toward unlocking their
universities.
"We like to think of it as a
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Storm

hotos.
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Around Boca
RUNNING TOWARD A GOOD CAUSE
For Students To Sign U

are taking a stand and givi ng back to those who in need who suffer from spinal cord injuries. Stock Photos.

By CHRISTINA DIABO
Staff Writer
On May 3, runners of all
abilities are welcome to participate in the Wings for Life
World Run to benefit spinal cord injury research in
Sunrise. Every year, at least
250,000 people sustain a
traumatic spinal cord injury.
Starting at 7 a.m. at the
BB&T Center, runners will
speed through the city of
Sunrise before making their
way into the Florida Everglades, following U.S. 27.
The Wings for Life Foundation has teamed up with
RedBull for the second year
in a row to sponsor a worldwide run unlike any other
race, with 35 simultaneous
start-ups and no finish line.

Runners will attempt to
stay ahead of pursuing
"catcher cars," which are
driven throughout the entire race in attempt to chase
and pass the runners. The
cars will follow the runners
30 minutes after they take
off. Driving slowly at first, the
cars will gradually start to
speed up. The last male and
female to be caught worldwide will be the winners of
this innovative race.
"I loved the 'moving finish
line' concept an_9 I think it
made for a very fun, but still
competitive
atmosphere,"
said Haley Chura, last year's
U.S. female champion of the
Wings for Life World Run.
Last year, more than
35,000 participants ran at
the same time on six con-
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tinents in 34 locations and
13 different time zones. The
2015 races will start in three
locations in North America
including California, Florida
and Niagara Falls. Worldwide
races will also start in Japan,
Russia, United Arab Emirates, Denmark, Canada and
Germany.
"It's such an amazing
event," said Lexi Thompson,
LPGA professional. "[The
event is] very unique and for
a great cause." Thompson
is one of the many professional athletes that support
the Wings for Life World Run.
Not only is this race innovative, but also beneficial.
100 percent of the registration fees and sponsorship
funds from the World Run
will go directly to the Wings
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for Life Foundation to fund
research toward curing spinal cord injuries.
Ambassador of the Wings
for Life World Run, Brooke
Thabit who has suffered from
a spinal cord injury believes
that it is important to bring
awareness to spinal cord injuries.
"There's definitely a cure
right around the corner and
this foundation gives me and
other people with spinal cord
injuries a lot of hope," said
Thabit.
Registration to run is still
open until Tuesday, April 28,
and Wings for Life is looking forward to many Lynn
students participating in the
event on May 3. Come out
and support an incredible
cause.
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Lynn Athletics
HITTING THE BALL OUT OF THE PARK
The Women's Softball Team Is Wrapping Up A Successful Season
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Lynn Athletics
EXPERIENCE BRINGS IN THE WINS
Alum Anthony Desperito Wins National Titles As A Player And A Coach

14
Above: The Men's Soccer team's Assistant Coach Anthony Desperito has experienced multiple national championship titles. LU Photos.

By CHRIS HELLMANN
Staff Writer
The chance of winning a
national title during a college
career is slim to none. Winning titles as a player and as
a coach is even harder. Anthony Desperito did exactly
this with the Lynn Men's
Soccer team.
What is even more impressive is that Desperito
has won two national titles. In 2012 Desperito was
named the most valuable
player of the NCAA tournament en route to win his first
national title as a student

and later won his second
during his first year as the
assistant coach.
In 2014 he used all his
experience to help a young
team achieve the same title.
Desperito was a prime example of an amazing college athlete.
He earned two master
degrees at Lynn while playing for the team. He also
finished with a career grade
point average of 4.0. Combined with his outstanding work effort, this made
Desperito a very likable and
well-known student at Lynn.
"He was not just amazing

on the field, but also a true
friend and a great teammate," said Jason Sangha, senior and Desperito's
teammate for three years.
"It is very easy to get along
with Desperito; he always
brings a positive attitude."
Desperito is one who is
extremely familiar with winning. He has done it as a
player as well as a coach.
He exemplifies the Lynn
mentality perfectly, always
striving to win.
Like every other college
player, Desperito was facing
the question of what to do
after his college career.

"It was hard to imagine
my life without soccer after
college but coaching was
something that I have always considered," said Desperito. "Never in a million
years did I imagine I would
have [a national championship title] as a player and a
coach, but I am grateful for
Coach Rootes and everyone that helped me get to
where I am today. I hope to
bring more championships
home to Lynn."
Desperito tries to keep
the winning tradition alive
and looks forward to a
bright future.
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Entertainment
YOUTUBE MAY SOON CHARGE USERS
Individuals May Soon Be Able To Purchase An Ad-Free You Tube Service
By JERRY HOFFMAN
Staff Writer
YouTube is in the process
of creating an ad-free service for its users to watch
YouTube videos without
having to deal with the annoyance of advertisements
beforehand; the only catch
is, there will be a fee.
The video streaming
website owned by Google
made the announcement
on Wednesday, April 8
through e-mails sent to producers of top video content
which were further obtained
by various media outlets.
While the e-mail failed to

mention a price or a date
when the service would
be available, it is believed
that YouTube could be
ad-free for willing users
by the end of 2015.
While it seems like a
great idea to do without
the hassle of advertisements and still make a
profit, many are wondering if people are willing to
pay for such a service.
"I'm not going to pay
for it and I doubt very
many people will," said
Parker Ganassin, junior.
"Even if the advertisement isn't available to

skip after five seconds,
how hard is it to just open
another tab and do something else online while it finishes? Or run to the kitchen
to grab a glass of water to
enjoy while you watch your
YouTube video? I really
don't see anyone paying a
substantial amount of money for this."
YouTube is currently
pushing for their partners
who advertise before the
videos to allow their commercials to be included in
the new ad-free service. If
they refuse, it is believed
that YouTube will make it

nearly impossible for casual
users to find the videos and
make the videos private so
that people selected by the
video owner can only view
them.
"The most I'd pay is $3
as a flat fee," said Tess
Thompson, freshman. "I
definitely wouldn't pay a
monthly fee for it."
Many still believe that
YouTube should return to
its ad-free service without
charging people for it, but
as it stands it looks like
paying for ad-free YouTube
videos may be the best that
Internet users can do.

You
In-Stream Ads

BRANDED CHANNELS

Above: YouTube may soon be charging individuals who choose to use their ad -free service that is in the works . Stock Photos.
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Cover

By BROOKE RUDISILL
Editor-in-Chief
We as humans experience all emotions.

We as dreamers have our own goals and

Above: Students take a stand to break the social norm by not using the "A" word. LU Photos.

aspirations. When you take away all of the
stereotypes and misjudgments, mankind
is actually just as alike as we are different.
But the question still remains as to why
society still discriminates and compares
individuals in unjust ways, such as, negative minority slurs?
Today marks the second annual End
the "R" Word 5k Run, held at the University Quad with registrations starting at 3:30
p.m. and the run taking off at 5:15p.m.
Last year, this event brought students
and faculty members together in honor of
spreading awareness of ending the use of
the "R"word. This year the event is looking
forward to surpass the numbers of student involvement with the high quantity of
volunteers.
End the "R" Word is a national campaign that has partnered up with Spread
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Story
~KE A STAND TO

END THE ''R'' WORD

Show Support And Participate In The IIR" Word 5k Run Today

the Word to End the Word.
The "R" word is commonly used by
society and medical professionals as a
negative label toward individuals who are
perceived to be too "stupid," "slow'' or
"handicapped."
Words are extremely powerful and
when individuals with intellectual disabilities hear the use of the "R" word, it makes
them feel like they are less valued members of society. Every human being has a
completely different thought process than
one another, regardless of if they have
been diagnosed with an intellectual disability. Just because someone may perceive life in a different way does not make
them any less of a being.
"One of our jobs as young adults is to
break the social norm from what language
used to be. Using the 'R' word to describe
someone who may act, process or even
think differently is not a justifiable reason

to describe those who have an intellectual
disability," said Gary Pelletier, senior. "If
this movement can change the way even
one person speaks, then we've done our
part on making a difference in the way that
language is used today."
This year, Knights of the Roundtable has
teamed up with Best Buddies to hold this
event. Along with these two organizations,
the event planning committee consists of
six dedicated individuals. Since January,
the committee has been working closely
with the Center for Student Involvement,
Campus Recreation, Campus Safety and
Morayma James, from the International
Student Services, in hopes to increase the
amount of awareness.
"Most people don't realize how offensive the 'R' word is because it's used so
commonly," said Laurra Gilli, alumna. "I
understand that. However, just because
something is a social norm doesn't mean

that it's right. Our objective is to spread
awareness and advocate for those who
we love with intellectual differences."
Many have family members, friends or
coworkers who are intellectually disabled
and will testify to the fact that the use of
that word not only degrades the individual
in which the label was directed to, but also
the person who uses the derogative term
to desribe another being.
Not one person is exactly the same as
another. Every person has completely different perceptions, moral values and passions. But we all share one goal, and that
is live life to the fullest and to embrace and
accept all of the diversity that each one of
us brings to this world. Take a stand today at the End The "R" Word 5k Run and
break the social norm by fighting to end
the use of minority slurs. It only takes one
person to make a change in the lives of
others.
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ADVICE
HOW TO IMPRESS HIS/HER BEST FRIENDS
When In A Relationship It Is Important To Make A Good Impression

By JANE SILVER
Staff Writer
One of the biggest struggles that comes along with
relationships is impressing your significant other's
best friends. This could be
a very lengthy process but
it is worth it in the end.
Make sure to keep an
open mind. Some people
are shy at first, so it can
take a while before your
boyfriend or girlfriend's
friends develop trust with
you. For me, it took almost
two years to become close
with some of my boyfriends
friends.
It is all about acceptance.
When you learn to accept

his or her friends just the
way they are, it gives them
a chance to get to know
the real you. If one of them
takes a long time to warm
up, let him or her come to
you. They will soon realize
how great you are and how
happy you make your significant other.
"I love hanging out with
my boyfriend friends. At
first it was awkward but
soon enough it became
second nature," said Emily
Robinson, senior.
Even if you are not close
with your boyfriend or girlfriend's friends, make sure
to still show some support.
Although it may take time,
they possibly could show
you some in return.
I started out by going
to every intramural sports
game that my boyfriend
was a part of. This was a
great way to get to know all
of the people in his friend
··group.
While your significant
other is on the field or do-

ing something he or she
loves, find a friend of theirs
to talk to. At first it can be
hard to branch out and ask
new questions, try asking
them relevant questions to
get to know them.
Go to their fund raisers,
events or social gatherings;
this is imperative.
I have had friends of his
come to my fund raisers
and not only get something
for themselves, but also for
their friends.
In my experience of two
years with my boyfriend, I
have had his friends look
to me for advice about various topics. I try my best
to help them out and a lot
of times it is effective and
helps me build a stronger
friendship with them.
Make sure that his or
her friends know that they
can come to you if they are
ever in need.
There will be moments in
every relati ship where you
may find yourself upset or
crying, that is okay. Your

significant other's friends
will be less likely to judge
someone if they know their
friend is in love with that
person. There may even
be that one friend who has
known your significant other for awhile and can help
you to better understand
the situation .
If you have a unique
sense of humor or interesting talent, show it to them.
This is not a situation to
fake it until you make it.
Eventually the other person will realize you are being fake.
It is okay to believe in
different things. If they like
hockey, go ice-skating with
them or if they like football, let them take you to a
game. This is a great way
to find common interests.
Jane Silver is a senior majoring in multimedia journalism .
This column does not represent the opinions of iPulse,
but her personal thoughts and
views.
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THE "SHEF-SPECIAL" LEAVES LYNN
Chef Shefthol Curtis Leaves The Dinning Commons To Pursue His Dream

Above: Shefthol Curtis leaves l:he !::I more Dinning
By JOEY HEFFERAN
Video Editor
For anyone who has eaten
at the Elmore Dining Commons this semester, they
may have realized that there
seems to be something missing. The answer is not what,
but rather who, as Lynn's very
own Shefthol Curtis is no longer serving up his mouth watering "shef special."
While this is truly a tragedy
for the collective taste buds
of students' pallets, what is
new in Curtis' life is far from
tragic. He has created his
own company, A "Shef' for 2,
and has since opened corporate accounts with University
of Phoenix North and South
campuses, Plantation Inn
and is in the process of put-

to pursue

ting the finishing touches on
his very own food truck.
"I have always wanted to
be my own boss_and create
an environment that is both
fun and exciting," said Curtis.
"Food trucks are becoming a
new wave across the country.
I am literally living my dream
and it feels so good."
The truck, Ahoy Lunch
Lubbers will be pirate-themed
with light, healthy and delightful gourmet sandwiches,
cold drinks, smoothies and
his crew will be dressed in pirate uniforms.
Curtis also believes that
the key to any great sandwich
is in the sauce. He is currently
working on perfecting a few of
his homemade blends. Curtis
has spent years contemplat-

personal dreams of

ing every aspect of this vanture sticking to the mantra
that "success occurs when
opportunity meets preparation," a line made famous by
Zig Ziglar.
This is not all that Curtis has
in store. Within the next few
years his ultimate goal is to
open up A "Shef' for 2 Bistro
and Grille in Broward County.
A goal he feels well prepared
for, thanks to his time spent
working on campus.
"I plan on following the
same teachings I leamed
from my executive chefs at
Lynn, Chef Omar, Chef Brian
and Chef Glenn. I miss them
and the students that made
working at Lynn more than
worthwhile."
While Curtis is certainty liv-

ing the dream, he almost lost
his life two years ago in an
auto accident. The settlement
from this tragedy however
was actually what allowed
Curtis to fund his new business ventures and live the life
he currently enjoys.
"Everything has been lining up for me and I truly see it
as a blessing in disguise from
God," said Curtis. "It's bittersweet, but without sacrifice
there is no victory."
With Ahoy Lunch Lubbers
soon hitting the streets, Curtis
has made plans to bring his
truck to the remaining home
games this semester.
Lynn students can now
prepare themselves for a victory of their own, both on the
field and in their stomachs.
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#WeAre lynn

Above: Photos that are shared from either on campus or from students who are studying abroad. Share yours now and see it here! LU Photos.
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Above: Photos that are shared from either on campus or from students who are studying abroad. Share yours now and see it here! LU Photos.
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HARRISON TAKES IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
aron Harrison Looks To Continue His Basketball Career After His Time At Lynn
By TANNER BERMAN
Staff Writer
After an impromptu cinderella run by the Fighting Knights
men's basketball team in the
NCAA tournament, a run that
took them all the way to the
southern regional finals, the
dream season that felt like it
could never end has come to a
finish.
Standing at 6'6, 210 pounds,
senior Aaron Harrison has been
one of the most dominant players not just at Lynn University,
but throughout the conference and region as well. Being
awarded first team all Sunshine
State conference honors as well
as being named to the regional
second team, Harrison has left
his mark both at the university
and in the conference. With the
season coming to a close and
graduation on the horizon, Harrison, the star of the Fighting
Knights squad for the past two
seasons, looks ahead to the
future as he begins his professional basketball career.
"I always dreamed about being a professional," said Harrison. "You now before I dreamt
about playing professional I
dreamt about playing period.
The transition and my dreams
actually becoming my reality
has been an amazing thing, this
really is an exciting time for me.

Being a pro is never a hundred
percent guaranteed, you always
need to stay on your game and
treat your body right. It could
be a long process or it could be
short, just matters how you use
the cards you were dealt."
Harrison was a late a bloomer when it came to basketball.
When he started his collegiate
career as a freshman he was
only 6'1 but after an unexpected growth spurt of 5 inches
and now 4 years later, Harrison
has helped to completely turn
around a basketball program
that was last place in the sse
during the previous season.
"This year we had one of
the greatest years since coach
Price has been back. It's just
been an honor being a part of
this team," said Harrison. "Transitioning into being a pro is an
exciting thing and its just another thing that's going to bring
this basketball program back
into the national spotlight."
As graduation creeps closer
and closer each day, Harrison will have two things on his
mind: getting his diploma and
getting himself a contract. Although the path to his detination could have few bumps on
the way, Harrison is determined
and ready to begin this chapter
to his life. The Lynn community
will be watching and hoping for
the best for him along the way.
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HOW TO LOOK RIGHT FOR THE PART
Learning How To Dress Porperly For A Job Or Internship Is Important
By VICTOrRIA DE LA CRUZ
Staff Writer

With graduation around
the corner, job interviews
are the only thing seniors
have on their minds. Everyone gets nervous when
they have to decide what
to do with their future, let
alone what to wear when
you are trying to nail that
one interview you are dying to get. Don't be scared
when it comes to this matter because thanks to ac-

THE (NEW)

cessories, it has become
much easier to look effortlessly better.
Getting dressed for an
internship shouldn't be
rocket science and you
shouldn't be stressing
about it. Some may not
know this, but your appearance is very important
when it comes to getting
hired. Whether you look
sloppy or professional can
affect the interviewer's position and can play a huge
role in landing that job.
Before choosing what
to wear, you need to do
a bit of research on your
own. Checking out the
company culture is very
important since it helps
you define whom are you
interviewing with. Another important factor is

that you should not wear
something too fancy or
too casual; you want to be
just ideally dressed and
looking into the company
might help you achieve
this.
When all your research
about the company is
done, you can now head
over to the next step:
match the interviewer. If
you really want to get this
job, you should match
your interviewers outfit or
be slightly dressier than
the normal work attire of
the company.
Now that it is time to
choose that outfit, there
are nine very important
guidelines that everyone
should have in mind before stepping into that office or interview.

Guidelines:
1. Make sure your clothes
are ironed and pressed.
2. Make sure your clothing fits properly. You don't
want to wear something
tooo tight or too loose.
3. Don't wear flashy jewelry; keep it simple.
4. Dress according to the
season/weather.
5. Make sure you have a
nice clean haircut.
6. Men, make sure you
keep facial hair to the minimum.
7. Women, don't wear
anything that is too revealing.
8. Avoid busy prints and
opt for solid neutral colors
that pleasing to the eye.
9. Women, don't overdo
your makeup and keep everything natural.

~ROFESSIONAL

Above: There are many different ways for men and women to dress professioanl for an interview or internship. Stock Photos.
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THE BEST HORROR FILMS IN HISTORY
These Three Vintage Films Make Modern Movies Look Like Goosebumps
Divine comedy in which hell is
the setting to very unsettling
footage. The most shocking
Horror stories that evoke scenes for past and even curfear, anxiety, and paranoia rent audiences depict a man
is a universal and essential carrying his own head, torpart of mankind. Horror mov- tured souls buried up to their
ies seem to be the common necks, demons whipping the
and most effective way for damned, and possibly the
the masses to trigger their most bone chilling is the deflight and fight instincts in a piction of Satan eating Brutus
safe and entertaining erJvi- and Cassius.
ronment. However, it would
Next, is a film in which the
seem that many people have main character inspired the fabecome used to the cliche mous comic book villain, The
and tired jump scares, eerie Joker. The Man Who Laughs
music, and typical plots. So . produced in 1928 tells of a
perhaps instead of relying tragic story with a character
on Netflix for a good scare that leaves audiences feeling
one should venture into the a mixture of fear and sorrow
past where vintage cinema for him. The film's first scene
pushed the boundaries of is a nobleman being executed
disturbing imagery before in an iron maiden. Many years
rating systems were in place. later the son of the noble
To begin, in 1911 , a film man is subjected to a horrific
called L'lnferno was created. surgery in which his face is
Even to modern audiences reconstructed irito a parmathis film has a creepy concept nent smile. The actor smiles
and disturbing effects even and laughs in a derange way
for the time it was created. An through the entire film which
Italian production, the film is is unsettling and leaving bea adaption of Dante Inferno's hind a look which ·would be
By JOSHUWA DEAL
Staff Writer
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scene in comic books for
generations to come. The inspiration from this character
for the joker is noticeable and
frightening.
Lastly, a film that was considered lost for over 40 years
made in 1926 is A Page of
Madness. This Japanese film
tells of a story in which a man
enters his wife into an insane
asylum when she tries to kill
her child. The film is slow and
stylized but the true visually

disturbing scene is at the end.
In the final scene the man
realizes his wife will not be
cured and in a way to help her
to cope with her insanity he
gives her a "happy" mask and
to the rest of the deranged patients. Then with many insane
people wearing masks they
dance to music inside of their
minds, the masks are creepy
with their painted smiles and
haunt the viewers who dare to
uncover the lost film.

Above: Vintage horror movies inflict more fear. Stock Photos.
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Library pdate To Printing
·~. . ·~- Is A Success
By RANCHEA ELUS
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NEW LIBRARY PRINTING IS A WIN
Library's Updates To The Printing System Have Proven To Be A Success
wish to print or they can man•• ·&:I """ 'I
ually delete the documents
... .
•
right from the printer.
Of course however with
anything new, there are possible negative side effects.
"I like it because it prevents
people from moving your stuff
before you get to the printer",
said Sharneka McCatty, senior. "I used to hate that"
Dylan Petit-Jacques, senior, also agreed but commented on a specific flaw.
"I think it's okay and it is
an innovative way to print
papers," said Dylan. "What
I don't like is the long lines
caused by people who don't ~~~~~~~~~~~======~~~~~
know how to use it yet."
Furthermore, "I think it's
HOW PRINT
diiViC8 laiJioP.I)( !Pad ID
overcomplicated," said JocEtrteit<Jifl,a6~'·rrrde
elyn Grayson, senior. "I hate
that it's five steps instead of
one but when you actually get
4
the hang of it, it's fine."
2
1
Added to the restriction of
'Pm1M'
Tap !OJ'
doalnonl,all
wl Jri1l fNf!fV OOcunel1l
what student's print Mr. Kerr
lfw>Jli!IIIS lho
1'1 )'OJ queue
'SIIrl'illlt<rloo
"Ills the desfod I1JSCjf
said they also included a fealhon ll9lect 1'rlnl AI
ture that automatically prints
documents double sided.
While the system is in its
early stages most students
feel that once everyone gets ~====!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiP;:::::==========::::::=:::;r:====~
the hang of it, it will be fine.

__

Lynn remains dedicated to
its students stress
and with the new upto the library's printing
~tv•ttArn· they have again manto fulfill this promise,
only by making printing
easier process but by sibeing environrr. ...,nta•ty conservative.
Kevin Kerr, Director of
Services who has
with Lynn officially for
7 years, explained that the
plementation of the new
n ri.,.t;,.,., process was promptfor a few reasons.
"We were looking for ways
be sustainable on cam" said Mr. Kerr. "For one
was a lot of waste in the
where students printed
well the library specifically
going through a lot of
of paper."
Having been present in the
for about a month, Kerr
they have already seen a
positive difference.
The printers now have a
where individuals can
11:19,~109 what documents they

I
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HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT THE RIGHT WAY
Five Easy Steps To A Healthy Lifestyle Just In Time For Summer Break
By ROMINA BENZERAY
Staff Writer
There is less than a month till the
summer vacation and many students are wondering how to get
thier bodies beach ready. Forget
the crazy diets and magical pills,
with these simple tips, there are no
worries. These tips will be helpful
for anyone who wants to get rid of
his/her extra pounds without pushing the limits. Eat less and exercise
more. It is as easy as it sounds!
1.
Don't skip breakfast
Breakfast is the most important
meal of the day. A good breakfast,
including whole grains and protein,
provides the full energy anyone
needs to start the day. It keeps the
hunger down and reduces the will of
snacking. The Elmore Dining Commons serves delicious eggs each
morning. An omelet with vegetables
or a cup of cooked oatmeal with a
banana is a good choice to start the
day with.
2.
Drink plenty of water
Approximately 60 percent of the
body is made of water. The human
body needs water to fulfill its tasks.
That is why it is essential to drink a
lot of water during the day. Water
makes people feel full and can actually cause one to eat less as a result.
"I drink plenty of water every day
to keep myself hydrated while I exercise. I am preparing myself for
summer!" says Meshal Alsabi, junior.
3.
Stay out of tempting food
It is not easy to pass through

the dessert bar without grabbing a
cookie or other delicious treat. However, choosing to eat vegetables,
stopping by the salad bar more and
having fruits instead of deserts will
definitely help anyone who wants to
lose weight. But it doesn't justs top
there. It's important that students
do not stock tempting foods in their
rooms or apartments. Instead of
holding ice cream and salty chips,
healthy snacks such as granola
bars or dried fruits are a better alternative.
4.
Exercise more
No one needs to become an athlete to lose weight. Sparing only
half an hour every day to exercise
has a great impact on quick weight
loss. Running 30 minutes every day
doesn't cause any harm to anyone. Exercise not only helps to lose
weight but also makes one feel better and happier. When a person has
spare time, it is best to use this time
to workout and get physical activity
done, instead of just laying around
on the couch.
5.
Never give up
The results will not happen over
night. Patience and determination
are the key words for a quick weight
loss.
" I was ready to give up after a
couple of days of eating barely anything and walking on the treadmill
for hours but then I changed my
routine to eat healthier with variety
of foods and exercise less intense
but more often . I stayed patient for
2 weeks and continued my determi-

Above: Summer is right arund the corner and with these simple steps, students can have their beach bodies ready. Stock Photo.
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MILGLIANO BEGINS A NEW POSITION
The Associate Director Of Athletics Steps Down After A Great Nine Years
into NCAA division 2 and never were an SSC member, so
now in these 9 years as athAfter 13 years in the ath- letic director to have 18 sse
letic department, nine of tournament championships is
those as the Athletic Director, really a great sign of the pride
Kristen Migliano has decided that our student athletes have
to step down from her posi- with the experience of comtion to become an associate peting in the SSC."
Kristen was also a student
professor of management
in the schools Business and athlete at Lynn on the inauguManagement college here at ral women's basketball team
and has deep roots here on
Lynn.
Migliano has been the ath- campus both athletically and
letic director at Lynn Universi- academically.
Lynn joined the SSC in
ty since 2006 and many positive things have happened - 1997 and since then has been
during her 9 years at the one of the most successhelm. During her time in the ful schools in the conference
position, the Fighting Knights and in the country. But the
have won 5 national cham- athletics program hasn't had
pionships in sports such as success just on the court and
soccer, tennis and baseball, field, but also in the classas well as several Sunshine · room. Last year during the
State conference regular spring semester, athletics had
season championships and an Impressive qverall GPA of
a whopping 18
tourna- 3.38.
"The Sunshine State conment championships.
ference
has been a confer"Our student athletes have
ence
of
academic
excellence
a lot of pride," said Migliano.
and
long
standing.
since the
"When I went to school here
we were NAIA transitioning ear1y 70's," said Migliano.
By TANNER BERMAN
Staff Writer

"We have so many national
championships in the sse
across all different sports and
it really shows a great parody.
Our university has committed
to our athletics program and
provided the right direction
of what would be a good frt
for our level of institution to
have success in athletics. It's
a great group to be competing with."
Needless to say Kristen Mi-

gliano has been an extremely
important part of the recent
success that Lynn athletics
has had. For years she has
watched over the athletes
that call this school home and
now as she transitions into
the next part of her career
and life, she leaves behind the
athletic department in great
shape - something that many
Fighting Knights are extremely thankful for.

sse
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RUNNING A CLUB TAKES TALENT
Lynn's Clubs and Organizations Are Run By A Dedicated Group Of Students
By HALEY VAN SCHAICK
Staff Writer
Presidents are an essential part to running a club
or organization smoothly.
Many of the presidents on
Lynn's campus work numerous hours and are always
passionate about what they
are doing. More often than
not, the presidents of clubs
and organizations on Lynn's
campus are involved in many
different things and are -very
busy, iPulse went around
campus and had the opportunity to find some of Lynn's
finest presidents.
"I'm a Forensic Science
major in the 3.0 program. I
have a 4.0 GPA. In addition
to being the president of the
Law and Justice Club, I am
also a peer mentor, and work
with the office of admissions," said Daryce Blanco;
junior.
"I am a Psychology major
graduating in May 2015. I am
22 years of age and in the
3.0 program. I am very proud
of my accomplishments
thus far including being the
president of Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) of fall 2014 and
spring 2015. I have had the
pleasure and privilege of
working with students, faculty and staff to spread diversity, increase awareness
and decrease prejudice. Being part of GSA has brought
me much happiness and a
sense of belonging. Without
my committed members and
e-board, our events would
not have been the same. It
is important for me to let
people know that Lynn University is a safe community. I
certainly don't expect everyone to understand or accept

the LGBT community on
campus, however, I expect
that they will be respectful.
Being president has taught
me to be more patient,
open, communicative and
be a better listener. I am so
grateful that I had the opportunity to be surrounded by
so many wonderful people.
Team work within our group
and our Lynn community has
been beautiful to watch over
these two semesters. As I
embark on a new journey
with continuing my education by obtaining my master's degree, I hope to apply
what I have learnt from GSA
and our committed members. I am appreciate of the
opportunities that Lynn has
provided and I am thankful
for all the wonderful memories," said Renatta Bissoondatt, senior.
"I have a passion for all animals and people. I find myself so lucky t<;> help people
and animals, and I love Lynn
that's why I started the club.
I want to make Lynn a better school and help animals
in the community. I started
the animal welfare club with
Dean Martin a little over two
years ago and it keeps growing. Our success can be
measured in different ways
but I'm proud of the group of
students who are passionate about animals. We've
volunteered at shelters, last
semester we raised $ 2 2 0
for big dog ranch, now we're
having a technology drive to
benefit big cat rescue," said
Autumn Barr, senior.
"[I am] a senior majoring
in Elementary Education as
well as the president of Kappa Delta Pi an Educational
Honor society. Our organiza-

tion focuses on community
outreach and fellowship with
like minded, passionate educators. Some of our events
that we did this year were
Relay for Life, a school supply drive for local schools in
need, as well as a community book drive. During the
community book drive we
sorted books by grade levels
and brought them to our field
observation placement and
local Title 1 schools. This
was a wonderful experience
for our group because it
helped us get practice finding grade appropriate text.
[Members) in our organization were able to guide new
members on how to pick a
grade appropriate text. This
also was such a powerful experience because we were
able to firsthand experience
donating to the schools in
need that we were doing
field placement in and watch
the student excitement as

they received new books,"
said Emily Miller, senior.
"I am the president of Tri
Sigma. I love everything that
I do with Sigma here at Lynn,
on campus and off. Our philanthropy events serve our
motto of "Sigma Serves
Children," which speaks really personally to a lot of our
sisters. Being in Greek Life
here at Lynn has opened up
so many opportunities for
me, by teaching me about
how to be an effective leader,
how to create compromises
and work with the administration. My position as president is so rewarding, and I
can't wait to continue serving my Lynn community,"
said Sarah Henry, freshman.
Clearly Lynn's clubs and
organizations are run by a
very talented and dedicated
group of students. If it were
not for these students, Lynn
would not be able to offer the
range of clubs that it does.

Above: Lynn's club presidents are an impressive bunch. LU Photos.
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FULL HOUSE IS RETURNING SOON
Popular 90s Show, Full House Has A Spin Off That Will Air On Netflix
By VICTORIA ALVAREZ
Assistant Editor

"What ever happened to
predictability?" Oh yesr it's
back. That first line of the
well-known theme song from
the 90's television show, Full
House, has been embedded into viewer's minds for
years. The minute those
first few words are played,
it's almost impossible to not
sing along to the rest of the
opening song, even after so
many years since the show
stopped airing. However it
was officially announced that
the song might be making a
come-back with a spin-off of
the family show that will be
airing on Netflix in 2016.
Since August of 2014,
rumors of a spin-off have
been circling around the
internet, but it wasn't until
John Stamos recently appeared on Jimmy Kimmel
Live on Monday, April 20 and
made the official announcement. However, that wasn't
the only announcement he
made. Luckily for viewers
with high expectations, Stamos, also known as "Uncle
Jesse" on the show, released
some details about the spinoff, which will be titled Fuller
House. For 90's babies like
myself, this announcement
is a huge deal.
According to lVLine, Netflix has ordered 13 episodes

of the new show that will follow some of the main characters that I grew up watching. Fuller House will follow
D.J. Tanner (Cameron Bure),
her sister Stephanie Tanner
(Jodie Sweetin) and her long
time best friend, Kimmy Gibbler (Andrea Barber). When I
was growing up, these characters, along with the many
others, were my on-screen
family. Nothing would make
me happier then to watch
Uncle Jesse play his Elvis
music, Uncle Joey make his
comedic jokes or to watch
Kimmy Gibbler make some
of the weirdest, yet funniest,
comments. Full House was
truly my childhood explained
in just a few seasons.
Fuller House will begin
just as Full House did, with
D.J. recently widowed and a
mother of two boys with another baby on its way. Just as
Uncle Jesse and Uncle Joey
moved in with Danny when
he was widowed and left to
take care of his girls alone,
D.J. finds new roommates of
her own, Stephanie and Kimmy, to help her. In the show,
Stephanie is following in Jesse's footsteps and trying to
be a musician while Kimmy
finds herself raising her teenage daughter. With a set-up
that is very alike to that of the
original show, many fans are
excited to see what happens,
myself included.
Although Full House first
aired in 1987 and ended in
1995, re-runs were played for
years on weekend mornings,
which was when I would
watch and follow along with
the Tanner family, hoping to
one day grow up to be like
D.J. or Uncle Jesse's wife,

Rebecca. I would spend each
morning watching Michelle
say "You got it dude" while
Danny cleaned the house
and D.J. dealt with her teenage girl dilemmas. Watching
it for so many years, I found a
home within Full House and
that attachment still sticks
with me today. I can even
proudly admit that I have
each season on DVD, just to
ensure that the show never
leaves my side. But now with
the spin-off in the making, I
know that the Tanner family
is here to stay.
Stamos told Kimmel that
as the producer of Fuller
House, he is trying to bring
back as many original characters as possible, specifically for the first episode. "It

starts sort of as a reunion
and then spins off.... Candace has three boys and it's
sort of a reversal," said Stamos. "And we turn the house
over to her. But it's a labor of
love. We've been literally trying for so many years to do
it right. And I think we finally
got it perfect."
As a huge fan of the Tanner
family and their many adventures, I can definitely say that
I am excited to see what this
new spin-off can bring to the
table. Although I can't speak
for other viewers, it is clear
from the reactions on social
media that many have high
expectations and predictions
and are more than ready to
dive back into this big family's life.

Above: Full House is coming back to screens soon. Stock Photos.
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YET ANOTHER ROYAL ANNIVERSARY
The Duchess Of Cambridge And Prince William Married On This Day
By JONATHON
SOFIANOS
Staff Writer

Four years ago Catherine Middleton and Prince
William married and the
United Kingdom were given their future king and
queen. However, for now
they will remain the Duke
aQd Dvchess of CS!mbridge, btU: one day Catherine and William will preside over ~h.at is left of the
British Empjre.
The royal ooupje were
married at Westmtnster
Abby in London.
heir
wedding was filmed inter-

nationally and more than
24 million people tuned in
to watch it. Many people in
the United States wanted
to be present and join in on
the celebrations because
in all honesty, who would
not want to go to a royal
wedding?
apG·
The p~6pj.e of
were ecstatic thro~g -tinofficial parties all over the
country in celebration of
this union.
In the United States one
might hear people bashing the government and
its leaders, president included, but in England
they love the royal fam-

ily. Catherine and William
seem to be the perfect
couple, nothing but good
only comes out in the media. In the world today that
is a big deal considering
how the media tries to tear
apart celebrities just to
make a good story, but not
these two, these two have
a spec"'ial tl>nd.
"Th~y really do have a
fairy tale life. Kate was
working at a family owned
business when literally a
prince swept her off her
feet, " said Melissa Hall,
student .
Since the wedding they
have had one child, the

future king of England
named George Alexander
Louis and another is on
the way.
"Everyone in the world
wants to be that kid," said
Joseph Scaramella, sophomore.
It is true, he is going to
live a life of a prince and
future king.
Many
people
enjoy
watching the future king,
George, grow and see his
father, Prince William become the king that England wants and needs and
Catherine become a queen
that could become just as
loved as the current one.

Above: It has been four whole years since Kate Middleton and Prince William married in London's Westminister Abby. Stock Photos.
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CASINO ROYALE COMES TO LYNN
Las Vegas: Casino Royale Event Will Be Held Tonight In The .,._.,_
ByANGELGMEN
Staff Writer

Housing and Residence
Life (HRL) and they are
looking forward to everyEveryone Is invited to one coming out and having
very own Casino a good time.
that will be taking
•Honestly it is one of the
tonight at 8 p.m. in best events we have on
Keith C. and Elaine campus, • said Ruth Au~an..,'"*'~m Wold Performing gustin, senior and commuCenter.
nity advisor of Trinity RestStudents can come test dence Hall. •J can't wait,
their luck with games we always have such a
as Blackjack, Rou- great time. •
Texas Hold'em and
Wrth the many events
rnore.Those lucky happening during Spring
(ltnOugh to beat the odds Fest, Alezandra Berrio,
get to take home prizes community advisor for Lynn
the entire night. Residence Hall, thinks this
~~~~~
w~il~
lbe
~h~e~ld~~~~~s~
ho~u~ld~
be

at the top of everyone's
list.
•tt•s a different event that
attracts a lot of different
people and donors, • said
Berrio. •It is always great
to see the way everyone Interacts with one another."
Everyone is welcome to
come out and have a great
time. The whole area will
be transformed Into a Las
Vegas theme. HRL wants
to show residents that they
can have real fun without
having to leave campus.
•It's a great opportunity
for students to have fun in
a safe environment," said

Joshua Coco,
director of HRL. •It
everyone a chance to
joy time with friends
the semester comes to
close."
To add to the fun, - . . v..l
one will be able to bet
different prices and -~tAr\l't.llli
to the songs that the
plays in order to get
money.
This event will come
a close at 11 p.m.,
is when the winners
receive their prices.
sure to come out and
perience an
night.
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IGH EXPECTATIONS FOR SEASON FIV
e Hit Television Show "Game Of Thrones," Has Viewers On The Edge
y JOSHUWA DEAL
taff Writer

"Game of Thrones" season
five recently premiered. Hours
before, HBO aired seasons
one through four following the
premiere.
Reportedly by HBO, the first
four episodes of season five
were leaked on April 14 for
many hours, sending HBO on
an investigation for the cause
and culprits involved.
However, even with the
leak many loyal fans tuned in
for the premiere of the long
anticipated story to continue.
With characters and stories
that were not resolved last
season, the show displayed
their courtesy recap of the
situations and conflicts from
the previous season four. This
season premiere has left viewers at the edge of their seats.
Granted not every character or story was explored in
the beginning episode. But
the significant stories involving the main four houses were
respectably insightful. Half of
the episode strategically tied

the few cliff hangers from the
finale of season four while the
other half presented the possible motives and alliances
that may be shown in the future episodes.
"I like how even in the first
episode they took out a character who was really important last season," said Jada
Ector, senior. "I especially like
how in the last season he was
seen as an antagonist but in
the few minutes he was on the
first episode he seemed more
human and not such a bad
guy."
Similarly, Anastasia Burduzha, junior stated, "I like the
direction they are going in.
The strong characters seem
to be afraid and weaker, while
the weaker ones seem stronger. Like Sam and Stanza
seem like they will be strong
characters and Cersie, Tyrion
and Jamie looked like they
were losing control."
With so much anticipation
satisfied with a solid first episode to kick off the season,
fans will hopefully continue to
be impressed by the episodes
to come.

{'hove: The season five premiere of "Game of Thrones" left viewers with many cliff hangers, bringing many expectations. Stock Photos.
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FIND A HEALTHY PLACE TO INDULGE IN

Above: Farmers Table is a great restaurant for students to dine at, especially when looking for a healthy meal. Stock Photos.

By EMILY ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Farmers Table is a relatively new healthy restaurant located on Military
Trail, connected to the
Wyndham Hotel.
Students love Farmers
Table because of its healthy
food options, location and
the atmosphere. The restaurant invites people to
become a part of a community. Grab a bite to go
or to hang out and have a
delicious dinner with family
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or friends.
"I love going to Farmers
Table for dinner because I
can eat whatever I want. All
the items on the menu are
so healthy and delicious. It's
hard for me to choose what
to eat there [because] it's so
good," said Ryan Carmona,
senior.
Farmers Table· has a family feel, with a farm like atmosphere and celebrates
a lifestyle of healthy living
and clean eating. Some of
the more popular items on
the dinner menu include an
Editors-in-Chief
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Kevin Studer
Managing Editor
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assortment of salads, flatbreads and various main
courses.
"I love the Buddha Bowl.
It's a mixture of udon noodles, chicken and vegetables. It's so good," said
Devin Green, senior.
People are quickly becoming regulars at Farmers Table and it is obvious
why. With its unique menu
and different drink options,
it has become a major hot
spot in Boca.
"They have an amazing
brunch. I love going there on
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Sundays with my friends,"
said Casey Brown, senior.
Farmers Table also offers
amazing drink options, ineluding organic coffee service, iced teas, the Lemon
Ginger Tea, lattes and Herbal Reiki Tea.
Whether one wants to
have an amazing sit down
dinner with friends or tamily or even grab something
while on the go, Farmers Table is the place to go. Farmers Table is one of the best
healthy eating restaurants in
Boca.
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